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Steve’s Club

A Nonprofit CrossFit Affiliate for Urban Youth
Steve Liberati
Hello, I’m Steve. I started Steve’s Club in May of 2007 in a large apartment
complex located on the north side of Camden, New Jersey. Traditionally ranked
as one of “America’s Most Dangerous Cities,” Camden can be a very rough place
for a kid to grow up. It’s a place that boasts a murder rate more than seven times
the national average, despite occupying a total land area of only ten square miles.
Daily life can prove to be an uphill battle. For a young kid trying to imagine a
world outside of his or her own, the prospects can seem dark and bleak when
violence and drugs are the orders of the day. The cycle continues as kids are
recruited at a disturbingly young age to begin a career selling drugs on the corner
and rising through the ranks of the local gang. Any sliver of hope for a better
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Steve’s Club
...continued

My first trainee was Arvon, a high school senior and star running
back who was looking for a “serious” strength and conditioning
program to prepare him for college athletics. As luck would have
it, Arvon heard about me through his uncle Craig, a maintenance
man at the apartment complex whom I had told about wanting
to donate my time to train young budding athletes in the area.
After I had a few one-on-one sessions with Arvon, he was bit
by the CrossFit bug, and it was only a matter of days before he
invited several of his friends to partake in our unusual style of
training. We kept the intensity (and the music) sky high, and the
kids just ate it up, spreading the word and bringing in anyone
they could find who was willing to share in the pain and glory. It
was while watching these kids pin all their hopes on a sport and
define themselves almost entirely by their accomplishments that I
decided to invest more time and resources in the club, expanding
the size and reach of the program.
In order to get the club going, I purchased around $2,500 in
equipment—enough to accommodate 25 students at a given
time—along with a used fifteen-passenger van to transport the
kids back and forth. My equipment purchases included barbells,
dumbbells, steel plates and bumpers, stall mats for the floor,
materials to construct homemade equipment, a custom-made
pull-up bar (that can be taken down for storage purposes), a
weight bench, plyo boxes, jump ropes, homemade parallette bars,
squat stands, and more.
While the use of sports and recreational activities as vehicles
for lifting up urban youth and showing them the opportunities
they might not otherwise see is not a new concept, the need for
such an undertaking became clear to me while I worked as an
exterminator in the “hard neighborhoods” of Camden over the
preceding two years. As a strong advocate for good nutrition and
physical health, I reached out to some of the neighborhood youth
and simply invited some of them to work out with me in the
local apartment complex recreational center. The interest and
eagerness of the growing number of participants quickly led me
to realize just what a great opportunity the club had to impact
the lives of kids searching for some structure and direction.

future or “getting out” quickly gets washed away by the tempting
allure of fast money, power, and the sense of belonging offered on
the streets.
I can still vividly remember the first day that I lugged weights,
bars, and equipment from my truck into the small community
center room. As local commerce was bustling on that blazing hot
summer day, the young kids on the corner (known as “hoppers”)
couldn’t help but wonder what the heck I was doing. It wasn’t
long before two of the older kids walked over and showered me
with questions. After I introduced myself and explained who I
was and that I was starting a fitness program, the two kids just
gave me a grave stare before turning away to resume their
business. I pressed on.
If it wasn’t for my working relationship with the property
manager (who is a long-time client of my father’s business), I’m
not sure if things would have transpired the way they did. She
loved the idea from the start and kindly allowed us to use their
small community center room for classes and training. In return,
she asked that we keep the space clean and put the equipment
away locked up in the storage room during non-training hours.
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Steve’s Club
...continued

Realizing that organized sport might be “the way out” for some
but certainly not all of these youths in jeopardy, I expanded the
club’s purpose to make it a program designed to leverage interest
in athletics into a multi-dimensional set of activities. Getting
fitter or getting better at a sport, though great for the character,
does not always translate directly into making someone a better
student or better citizen. In addition, someone who already is a
good student can gain a lot much-needed self-respect through
developing their physical abilities as well. The mantra is simple:
The physically endowed share their gifts with the academically
endowed who, in turn share their gifts, and so on, including
contributions from those with cultural, civic, or community
talents, as well as other interests and skills.

commitment to teaching positive values, healthy habits, and high
expectation for success are part of what drives the club and
gives it a high success rate. In a nutshell, many of our participants
gradually gain a new sense of purpose, accountability, civic
responsibility, and, most importantly, hope for themselves and the
rest of their community.
With childhood obesity quickly becoming an epidemic,
encouraging children to be active and enjoy physical activity
is imperative in setting the stage for a healthy future. It is our
position at Steve’s Club that your physical strength and health
is not dictated by the size of your house, how much money you
have, the car you drive, the clothes you wear, or the town you
are from. It has very little to do with the genes you inherited
at birth. Instead, your physical capacity and athletic success, like
everything else in life, has everything to do with effort, hard work,
and commitment (which serve as the club’s membership fee).
Dedicating yourself to a “world-class fitness program” improves
the potential to achieve excellence not only in sport but in life.

Steve’s Club builds on the kids’ inherent interest in athletics to
engage them in a fitness program promoting excellence both on
the field and off. While physical fitness is the heart and soul of
Steve’s Club, a sense of community, belonging, and responsibility is
its backbone. Unfortunately, many of the youths that Steve’s Club
serves face decisions every day that can lead them down a road
of trouble and, more often than not, into youth detention centers
or prisons. Commuters coming from the rich suburbs of South
Jersey can peer down on the city of Camden, sitting adjacent to a
riverfront prison, a pressing reminder of the fate of too many of
its young men and women.

CrossFit makes it all happen. Simply put, without CrossFit
there would be no Steve’s Club today. CrossFit is the perfect
workout prescription for people of all ages—and it has been
especially effective for our young kids. It’s challenging, certainly,
but it’s also effective and fun. Rather than spend time training
to get one body part to look “big,” CrossFit’s reliance on varied,
functional, compound movements to get the body and mind fit
gives a broader appeal and effect. The concept is simple: Give kids
training that they enjoy doing, and before you know it you have
physically fit and capable kids, who work together and support
their fellow athletes even as they compete against them. It is
a wonderful phenomenon! CrossFit, and not playing an exercise

Trainees are taught that they can succeed with hard work and
determination. Steve’s Club fosters this “I can do it” attitude
in all three spheres: mind, body, and soul. Our goal is to raise
a trainee’s self-confidence and self-discipline. This positive
attitude translates into providing a solid foundation for upholding
excellence in those three spheres in all phases of our lives. Our
3
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Steve’s Club
...continued

game on PlayStation or removing soda machines from a cafeteria,
makes real progress in the current war on juvenile obesity and
aimlessness.
At present our Club still has limited access to the recreational
center where we started. However, our time is quickly running
out, and we have just until the fall to find a new home when the
other after-school program at the community center starts back
up. We take advantage of substantial public park training facilities
and parks as well, weather permitting, but we are looking for
alternate space to house both the physical fitness program and
also areas for discussion groups, tutoring, and related activities.
Our hours of operation are flexible but generally match up with
after-school hours for the kids. I managed (don’t ask how!) to
convince my father to arrange my work schedule at his termite
extermination business to accommodate our club’s hours, as best
as possible. At present, we meet four times per week, Monday
through Thursday between 3:30 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. Despite our
small space, we can have anywhere from 8 to 20 kids on any
given day. If the group is larger than 10, Derek (who is learning
to be a trainer) and I split the kids up into smaller groups so
we can manage equipment and maintain a high level of individual
instruction and attention.

The primary sources of funds for the club come from me, as
well as several other generous individuals and caring affiliates
from the CrossFit community (many of whom donate through
our website). Future donations and contributions will be used
to cover the expenses of a new facility to help carry out our
mission and spread our impact to hundreds of other children
in the community that are not being reached due to a lack of
resources regarding adequate space.
As Daniel Quinn (author of the novel Ishmael) is fond of saying,
“If the world is saved it won’t be saved by old minds with new
programs. If it is saved, it will be saved by new minds with no
programs at all.” Each of us must become an agent of change
within the range of our own influence, and it doesn’t matter
how great that range is. The simple fact is that we each have
exponential potential. We can use that potential or not. We can
use it with one kid or twenty. In one city or with everyone we
meet. So that is what I’m doing. Perhaps one day, Steve’s Club
will serve as a model for other affiliates and individuals to expand
CrossFit’s influence on more inner-city youths nationwide.

Our “gym” has some weights and rudimentary equipment,
but it is not the monetary value or fanciness of the gear that
matters—as many CrossFitters can attest. What does matter is
the camaraderie and the friendly challenges that form between
club members and eventually grow into producing individuals
who can lead healthier, happier, more productive lives. And that is
what it is really about—providing a contagious community where
the youth can develop themselves and each other physically,
interpersonally, and civically.
Although our results are easily seen in the videos, comments, and
pictures posted on our website (as well as in the workout logs
that our athletes keep on our sponsor’s website), Steve’s Club is
a story in the making. There are new success stores unfolding all
the time at Steve’s Club—whether it’s Derek’s personal triumph
of cutting ties with his former gang to lead a healthy lifestyle at
Steve’s Club, or Chris’s loss of over 40 pounds of excess body
weight, or Keith’s increasing his CrossFit Total by more than
250 pounds in less than four months, or Mere’s pulling up his
grades from Ds and Fs to Bs and Cs, or Damu’s learning how to
cooperate with his peers, or Justin’s mastery of some of the more
complex CrossFit skills (pistols, kipping pull-ups, cleans, etc.) and
his ability to start teaching them to the younger kids in the club.

Steve Liberati is the
founder of Steve’s Club, a
proud CrossFit and CrossFit
Kids affiliate. He is a Level-1
certified CrossFit trainer, as
well as one of the founding
partners of EvoFit South Jersey,
a CrossFit affiliate located in
Cherry Hill, New Jersey. Steve
is a passionate trainer who
loves helping people of all
backgrounds and ages develop
their bodies into the efficient,
functional machines they were designed to be.
If you would like to make a monthly donation or sponsor
an athlete, please visit the website or send e-mail to Steve
at slibs66@comcast.net.

To date, all the training has been done completely on a volunteer
basis. This will continue until sufficient revenues are available
to provide compensation to me and any other trainers. This
should coincide with an expansion of membership to a point
where my time commitment will be substantial. As the program
base continues to expand, additional trainers will be brought on
board.
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The Inherent Responsibilities of
Training Children and Teens
Jeff Martin and Cyndi Rodi

David
Working with kids has significantly influenced my beliefs about my
role as a CrossFit coach. Designing and implementing appropriate
programming for children and teens has really honed my general
training skills. Unlike with my adult clients, who are responsible
for making informed choices, it is not a child’s or teenager’s job to
monitor my input and direction. There are special responsibilities
inherent in working with younger populations. The kids I work
with need guidance and boundaries, and they rely on me to help
them make gains safely and wisely.

at it like a bulldog, which became our CrossFit mascot at my gym,
BrandX, and he regularly humbled me during the workouts.
I posted regarding this on the CrossFit website in November of
2003: “Finished today’s workout at 14:50. My 12-year-old son
finished about 30 seconds faster. Just a little humiliating having
your son stand behind you saying, ‘Come on, Dad, you can do it.’”
That would become a way of life for me. Shortly after Connor
started crushing me in workouts, his best friend David (13 years
old) began to join us. That gave me two teenagers to chase, and it
was then that things really began to get interesting.

Connor and David were my first CrossFit Kids experiments. My son
Connor started doing CrossFit workouts with me in November
of 2003 when he was 12 years old. It was just something fun and
challenging we did together—kind of a natural progression from
our common training in Kenpo Karate. Connor immediately went

David and Connor both possessed a natural competitiveness that
made them embodiments of Coach Glassman’s statement that
5
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The Inherent Responsibilities of Training Children and Teens
...continued

“Men will die for points.” Only these weren’t men. They were
boys. No deep voices, no surging testosterone, no adult muscle
mass. Just kids with a desire to work and excel. I rubbed my
hands together and chuckled. This was going to be fun.
I began to put the boys through CrossFit workouts together in
the early months of 2004. At first, I would just pick a workout,
one that would surely bring them to their knees, and start the
clock: “3-2-1-Go!” They would shoot out the door like bats out
of hell and throw the (relatively light) weights up like surly dock
workers trying to get to happy hour. No form, no technique, just
raw determination and a desire to win. It was fun to watch and
not particularly alarming because they weren’t putting up much
weight.
Soon, the boys began to grow faster and stronger, and I had to
up the ante to ensure they were challenged. This meant adding
weight. These boys had watched their high school counterparts
train in a gym where bench pressing enormous numbers was the
ultimate in athleticism and status. They were no longer satisfied
unless they saw plates and more plates on the ends of their
barbells. So we loaded up.

Connor

Several months passed, and, as the weights got heavier, I began to
realize that Connor and David were having serious form issues. It
became clear to me that, in their zeal to put up big numbers like
their peers and my willingness to allow it, the boys would soon be
in danger if we continued down this road.

became “PVC Fran.” “Diane” became “Kettlebell Diane.” PVC and
10- and 15-pound bars were our friends. By changing implements,
we allowed the boys to focus on form.
Working on strength movements, we dissected them into their
simplest form and then linked them back together. First we
defined and practiced a starting point for the movement. For
example, “How do we stand for the shoulder press, and what is
the proper rack position?” We repeated this until they committed
it to memory. Then we identified a point to which we wanted to
travel. “Where should the bar end up?” Once again, repetition
ingrained this position. Finally, we determined how to get from
point A to point B. “What is the proper bar path for the shoulder
press?”

Feeling the gravity of my responsibilities as a father and trainer,
I immediately made them put the weights down. Not just the
heavy weight, all the weight. Talk about devastated! Try putting
mere PVC pipe in the hands of two hard chargers like Connor
and David and watch the looks of disgust and disappointment that
result. It was not an easy pill for them to swallow. Thankfully, the
boys trusted me enough to comply with the new standards and
protocol for their training.
In an important lesson for me as a kids’ trainer, we had to spend a
full year fixing acquired bad habits and retraining the correct way.
We meticulously hammered down technique, perfecting every
aspect of their lifts. It wasn’t until they demonstrated perfect
form, and I do mean perfect form, that I allowed them to load
anything substantial on the bar. Rather than focusing on numbers,
we focused on movement. Recognizing that nothing but technical
work can quickly become mundane, especially for these kids, who
were accustomed to greater stimulus, we worked diligently to
keep it fun. As a result, we developed a novel way of approaching
the training.

One important aspect of this training was rooted in the boys’
abilities to comprehend cues. After years of working with
kids in the martial arts, I know it is sometimes necessary to
modify instructions and cues to fit their vocabularies and their
understanding of their bodies. For example, “active shoulders”
is a term that can draw blank stares—and sometimes comical
responses—from some kids. However, a simple phrase like “push
up the sky” or “reach for the sky” (a Toy Story movie reference)
can quickly elicit the desired response. Imagine what pushing up
the sky looks like: it requires active shoulders. Tell a child to put
his feet under his hips and you will likely get, “What are my hips?”
But tell him to jump up and down, and you will find that his landing
position poises his feet perfectly for a shoulder press.

The reset of our focus on proper movement over weight
extended to both strength days and the metabolic workouts
where weights were involved. When a “strength” day came up
on CrossFit.com, we treated it as a skill day. We broke down
the basics of the movements and deemphasized numbers. “Fran”

As time passed, we began to amass a library of kid-friendly cues
that made the movements readily understandable. Using these
6
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The Inherent Responsibilities of Training Children and Teens
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new cues, we worked the movements completely unloaded, even
without PVC or bars. Like “air guitar” for exercise, we mimed
where we wanted the movement to start, where we wanted to
get to, and how we would get from one position to another. Only
when the boys demonstrated a comprehensive understanding of
each and every aspect of the movements did we place implements
in their hands. This tactic was applied to strength days and other
WODs alike. No one moved to the next level until technical
proficiency was achieved.

Still, the timer was never completely gone. “Angie,” “Cindy,”
“Chelsea,” and “Barbara” were staples of our program. They
allowed us to keep the boys’ metabolic conditioning fairly high. It
was during this time that both boys got 39 rounds of “Cindy” in 20
minutes and “plus-5” scores on “Chelsea.” Yes, there were some
ROM issues, but it was our way of keeping the intensity and fun
(and scores) in the workouts while the hard work was being done
to correct lifting form.
Flexibility and structural issues were addressed slowly. Individual
structural hurdles were dealt with in a detailed and methodical
manner. The training approach for working with each was as
individual as the boy. Growth spurts created unexpected obstacles
as perfect form turned into a nightmare when bones lengthened
and muscle flexibility didn’t keep up. A once-sound movement
became dangerous simply because the fundamentals were no
longer possible. We found unique ways to address these issues,
while still maintaining the integrity of the training protocol. We
modified movements as necessary to accommodate inflexibility,
and the kids learned to be patient as their bodies slowly adapted
to the inevitable changes of adolescence.

We also found it necessary to redefine the role of the stopwatch.
For these boys, the clock was a great motivator, but it proved to be
a harmful entity on the workout floor. The temptation to sacrifice
good form in order to finish faster often prompted inefficient and
even unsafe behavior. So we took the timer out until the boys
could demonstrate that they could and would do the movements
correctly in a timed workout. The reward for correct movement
was simple: next time, they got to use the clock. In this way the
boys began linking a focus on correct movement with what they
found fun, the competition of the race. This also drove home the
point that their trainer was more concerned about the movement
than their times. This paid huge dividends when the boys began
lifting heavy weights.

A year later, we reassessed Connor’s and David’s positions and
determined that it was indeed a year well spent. The changes we
had made to the training protocol paid huge dividends. Focusing
on movement was key to achieving the boys’ original goals. When
we fixed the form, the numbers followed. Since our retraining
phase, both of these young men—now 16 and 17 years old—have
made amazing progress. As they continue to train, form remains
paramount. If the movement breaks down at any point, the weight
goes back in the rack. Focusing on technique rather than ego
(theirs or mine) has allowed David and Connor to become stellar
athletes whose lifting numbers continue to climb and WOD times
continue to fall, while the ROM issues that were once present
have disappeared.
In the chart on the next page are comparisons of each boy’s stats
from early 2007 and from approximately the same time this year.
Their progress in one year is amazing.
And here are some of the incredible benchmark times the boys
have recently achieved:
Connor 				
Angie: 13:09				
Fran: 3:22				
Jackie” 6:30				
30 muscle-ups: 3:45			

David
Angie: 14:11
Barbara: 23:47
Helen: 7:42
Karen: 5:32

I look back on the early months of Connor’s and David’s training
and am glad I decided to start them back at square one. It is
obvious that working with less weight over a long period of time,
a luxury we have with kids, has paid off. Whether on strength days
or in other WODs, the emphasis on movement over numbers
7
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Connor
March 2007
age 15
130 pounds

Connor
March 2008
age 16
145 pounds

David
February 2007
age 16
135 pounds

David
February 2008
age 17
145 pounds

Max sets

165 x 5

295 x 3

175 x 5

245 x 3

One-rep max

190

305

200

270

Max sets

115 x 5

175 x 3

75 x 5

175 x 5

One-rep max

130

205

95

185

Max sets

190 x 5

305 x 3

200 x 5

310 x 3

One-rep max

210

315

225

365

Max sets

85 x 5

135 x 3

85 x 5

135 x 5

One-rep max

95

150

105

160

Max sets

No data

150 x 15

No data

155 x 10

One-rep max

No data

180

No data

175

Max sets

No data

225 x 3

No data

215 x 5

One-rep max

No data

260

No data

265

Back squat

Power clean

Deadlift

Press

Overhead squat

Front squat

and times has helped them become stronger athletes who are
moving safely and are technically sound. My experiment with
Connor and David is an ongoing project that has produced results
beyond what I ever imagined. I am proud of their hard work and
successes, and I’m grateful for the lessons I’ve learned in training
them. I am happy to say that, as a result, we have never had an
injury lifting weights in our box.

Jeff Martin is a CrossFit Coach. He and his wife Mikki
publish the monthly CrossFit Kids Magazine, maintain
the CrossFit Kids website, and teach the CrossFit Kids
Certifications. They also own and operate CrossFit
Ramona/BrandX Martial Arts.

Training kids and teens comes with a profound responsibility. It
is not simply a scaled-down version of training adults. There are
multiple issues that require careful consideration. These kids are
given into our care, whether they are our own children or trainees
at the box. It is a role we take very seriously. These days, every
child or teen (and every adult for that matter) who comes into my
box starts out the same way: the right way. Form before weight
and times, movement before ego. I believe this foundation in the
basics and this focus on form will bring them both greater gains
over the long term and a longer term in which to make healthy
and productive progress.

Cyndi Rodi has a research-based background that
includes working as an assistant with the UCLA-Camarillo
Neuropsychiatric Research Program for schizophrenia
research and as a behavioral therapist designing and
implementing behavioral change programs for children with
disabilities. She has a B.A. in psychology and has experience
teaching public and private elementary school classes. She
is a CrossFit level-2 trainer and a CrossFit-certified barbell,
Olympic weightlifting, and gymnastics trainer, as well as an
integral part of CrossFit Kids.
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Handstand Drills
Part 1: Ken C.’s Handstands (Video Article)
Jeff Tucker

Online Video

Video Article

(12:52)

http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_GSXHandstandsKenc.wmv
http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_GSXHandstandsKenc.mov

Being able to balance one’s inverted body on the
hands is a lost skill in mainstream fitness today, but
its benefits make it more than worth taking the time
to master. Obviously, training handstands improves
balance and increases shoulder strength,” but, says
Greg Glassman, “ending the analysis there doesn’t
speak to the singularly unique advantages” of such
training for increasing “proprioception and core
strength that other protocols cannot, will not, deliver”
(CrossFit Journal 17, January 2004).
This month, Jeff Tucker and his crew from GSX
Athletics give clear visual demonstrations of the basics
of the handstand, touching on everything from how to
get into position from standing to how to execute a
forward roll out of a belly-to-the-wall or freestanding
handstand. They address the key concepts of being
able to strike and maintain the pose: hand width,
shoulder and head position, “locked and loaded”
arms, and a tight “hollow” body position.

Jeff Tucker (just “Tucker” to most folks) is a
retired 20-year member of the Fort Worth Fire
Department, where he served as a firefighter and
arson/bomb investigator. He was head coach and
director ofTexas Christian University’s gymnastics/
cheerleading programs from 2001 to 2006, and
he holds a multitude of degrees and certifications.
He currently owns and operates GSX Athletics in
Fort Worth, Texas, which specializes in Tae Kwon
Do, gymnastics, CrossFit, and private athletic
instruction.
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A Nonprofit Affiliate in a Military Context
The Case of CrossFit Cherry Point
Christian “Mac” Ward
Providing CrossFit training to those that do not otherwise have
the means to do CrossFit is something I wanted to do. My target
audience was the active-duty Marines and civilian Marines aboard
Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) Cherry Point, North Carolina.
For others, a nonprofit CrossFit affiliate might serve an individual
military unit, or underprivileged youth, or perhaps senior citizens;
it may be for a group within a corporation or other organization,
or, like me, a chance to incorporate CrossFit into a military unit’s
physical training program. Regardless of the participants, setting
up and operating a nonprofit CrossFit facility can be a realistic
proposition. This article walks through the steps I took to
incorporate CrossFit training methodologies and to establish a
nonprofit affiliate aboard MCAS Cherry Point, North Carolina.
MCAS Cherry Point is home to the 2nd Marine Aircraft Wing.
Unlike military units that conduct mandatory scheduled “unit
PT” (physical training), in the “wing” training and fitness are
largely left to the individual due to the operational tempo of
the majority of units. A squadron schedule often will begin at
0800 and may not end until well after midnight. To support this
schedule, the Marines are working separate shifts, and CrossFit is
a perfect prescription: it is quick, effective, hard hitting, and easily
implemented.
I was doing CrossFit myself in what was largely an individual
effort. There are no affiliates within three hours of me and
no group sessions that I was aware of. I wanted to be able to
expose the other Marines aboard MCAS Cherry Point to this
incredible methodology, but I was on my own and I lacked formal
training, equipment, and space to train groups. Our base gyms are
modeled after Globo gyms—stuffed to the gills with the wrong
equipment, lacking open space, and inadequate for the volume of
daily traffic.
Several months later I had the opportunity to do two things
that would permanently alter the course of my CrossFit life. I
CrossFitted with Ahmik Jones of CrossFit SoCal and I attended
a Level-1 certification in Irvine, California. These experiences
showed me how CrossFit was being implemented in some
different affiliates around the country and started me down
the path of coaching. During the Level 1 certification, Coach
Glassman explained how to start a grassroots CrossFit gym,
outlined coaching fundamentals, and described the measures of
a good coach (in addition to other things that I took about ten
pages of notes on throughout the weekend.)
After completing the certification and armed with all the back
issues of the CrossFit Journal, I began to read. There are scores
of articles about coaching, opening a gym, and group exercise. I
studied the videos, and I applied my newly acquired training to
my first “client,” my Executive Officer (XO). As I continued my
training, I continued to read the back issues of the Journal, and
found the “Monster Mash” (November 2004) article written
10
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A Nonprofit Affiliate in a Military Context
...continued

by a Level 3 trainer located in Quantico, Virginia. The article
prompted an idea for me: unit physical training (PT) based on
CrossFit methodologies at my base! Because of the small size of
my organization, physical training is organized at the small-group
or individual level. This proved to be the perfect proving ground
for introducing CrossFit to MCAS Cherry Point. I used CrossFit
Journal issue 14, “Six Weeks of CrossFit for Ten” to develop a
plan.
Implementation
I spoke with other affiliates about their experiences. Based on
my research and conversations, I made a plan with three distinct
phases:
1) Start a “grassroots” PT session based on CrossFit
fundamentals and methodologies. (Certification
seminars, the website, and the Journal are the source
for fundamentals and fuel for programming).
2) Start an official nonprofit CrossFit affiliate on
MCAS Cherry Point.
3) Build a cadre of level-1 certified instructors that
will “carry the torch” after I moved from Cherry
Point.
I met with eight Marines from my unit on Tuesday and Thursday
mornings and later expanded to Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. Next I put up a web page (at first using a name that did
not include “CrossFit”) that served as an information exchange.
I found a Marine on the base who was also conducting CrossFit
PT sessions. We combined forces and were able to offer two
classes a day. By applying the coaching methods I acquired at
the Level I certification and the lessons learned through personal
application and hands-on coaching, I watched as the Marines
became as hungry as I was, and I watched their general physical
preparedness improve.
The issue of equipment is ongoing, but we have overcome
capacity shortfalls through creativity. I have a user agreement
with the base gym; they actually allow me to check out a small
number of weight bars and weights for short periods of time
and remove them from the building (an hour is all l really need.)
Additionally, I have managed to carve out small spaces at the
base’s gyms to accommodate our group on lifting-specific days.
I scour the Internet regularly for low-priced gear (I recently
found an Olympic bar and 200 pounds of plates for $40). When
we need gear, we buy in small quantities and communicate our
situation to equipment vendors. I have found that many vendors
are generous with nonprofit affiliates and sometimes can offer
equipment at a reduced rate. In return, we provide link to them
on our website.
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A Nonprofit Affiliate in a Military Context
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Storage of our meager gear provided another issue. When we
started, I would bring whatever I had from my personal garage
gym in the back of my car and bring it home at the end of the day.
As we began to accumulate gear, this was no longer reasonable. It
is one thing to transport five or six kettlebells, but it is an entirely
different matter to move four Olympic barbells and 400 pounds
of weight every morning. We resolved this issue by working with
the command and getting use of a Conex box (storage container)
on site. This allowed us the ability to store our gear when not in
use on a semi-permanent basis. In the future we hope to find
a building we can use to both store our gear and perform our
workouts.

• Draw on the community.
Contact other
affiliates and ask for help.
This great
community has a reputation for being willing
to help one other, and it is richly deserved.
• Next, just do it! Start small and let demand and your
local community determine your growth. Start a
program with a few folks, and before you know it,
you will be blessed with the problem of too much
participation, and looking for ways to support your
new growing demand for “Again! Faster! Better!”
• Seek affiliation.
With official status comes
more support and more clients. We welcome
the opportunity to need to find more ways
to support more athletes. Be creative about
tools, and, if you are in a military context, ask
your local base gyms to check out equipment
for an hour or so, find areas that support
groups of the size you are training, and go for it.

With phase 1 complete—a CrossFit PT program in place—I
set about legitimizing what we were doing by seeking nonprofit
affiliate status. Being an official affiliate provides a number of
advantages. For one thing, it makes us visible to, and a full part
of, the CrossFit community at large. It also provides credibility
as we leverage our needs against programs already in place on
base in our fight for space and equipment. Most importantly, it
will make other fledgling CrossFit athletes aware of our presence,
providing them the means to train. Finally, it provides displaced
CrossFit athletes a home away from home.

• Finally, spread the love. Train the next generation
of trainers that will continue to support your effort
as you grow and can help sustain and grow your
affiliate and, over time, expand the reach of CrossFit.

Establishing ourselves as an affiliate went very smoothly. I
submitted an application and was quickly approved. I received
great support and assistance from the affiliate program directors
and the larger community that helped us find our way. I changed
the domain name of our web space to www.crossfitcherrypoint.
com, and CrossFit Cherry Point became official.

Providing CrossFit training to people who otherwise do not have
access to it is something I hope many of us aspire to do. Whether
these people are active-duty or civilian, soldiers or athletes,
professionals or amateurs, the needs are the same. Getting
started on something like this may seem a daunting task, but,
whether you’re looking to start a nonprofit service, a garage gym,
or a professional business, just take small steps and let it generate
its own momentum. Educate yourself, accumulate experience,
start small, and grow as your coaching skills and schedule allow.

The final piece of the plan is now in process: building of a cadre
of instructors to help with my efforts now and to keep the
program going when my inevitable change of duty takes place.
To date, two additional trainers have been certified, and they
will help carry the load. We hope to be able to host a Level-I
certification on MCAS Cherry Point in the near future to further
expand the CrossFit knowledge base and visibility and in turn
draw both more trainers and more trainees into the mix. We
recently held a two-day gymnastics seminar with Jeff Tucker of
GSX Athletics in Fort Worth, Texas. His instruction has already
proven invaluable to the physical preparation of our athletes. In
October we are holding a CrossFit Basic Barbell Certification
with Mark Rippetoe at Cherry Point to provide more focused
training on the barbell lifts for our athletes and trainers.

Christian “Mac” Ward is a Major in the Marine
Corps with 18 years of
service, including tours in
Iraq and Afghanistan. He
is a CH-53E helicopter
pilot currently stationed
aboard MCAS Cherry
Point and is the founder of
CrossFit Cherry Point, a
nonprofit military affiliate.
He has completed his
level-1 CrossFit trainer
certification and is scheduled to take CrossFit’s
Olympic Lifting Certification in August and Basic Barbell
Certification in October.

For other CrossFit athletes who aspire to “pay it forward,” you
might consider the model that I stumbled upon. I learned some
things in the process that I can pass on in the form of advice from
one aspiring affiliate to another:
• Don’t underestimate education. Immerse yourself
in the CrossFit methodology, scour the website
and message board, purchase and read the back
issues of the CrossFit Journal. If possible, attend
a Level-1 and specialist CrossFit certifications.
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Fully Alive
The 2008 CrossFit East Coast Challenge
Eric Devine
I didn’t want to sign up; I had to. When you work at something (CrossFitting) for close to two years with the diligence of an apprentice,
it becomes more than a hobby. The only sensible way to determine your capabilities, then, is to test yourself against others. So, I clicked
“Register” back in March, and then knew I was in for it, come what may.

Saturday, May 31, 2008
The anticipation
Now, at 5:30 a.m., just hours before the first day of the East Coast
Challenge is about to begin, I feel an overwhelming sense of dread
and excitement, somewhat akin to how I initially felt waiting for
the WOD to be posted when I first started CrossFitting. This
time, I have some idea what’s coming though: the CrossFit Total, a
5k race, and some sort of “Hopper” event. Yet I can take no solace
from this knowledge. I still have to show up and put up. There’s
no backing out now. No, only a headlong plunge at the end of this
interminable wait.
The Total
I arrive at 7:30 and the gym is hopping. People are standing
outside the warm-up room, hedging on whether to go in, while
those inside simply are already getting down to business. By 7:45
the hallway is littered with athletes stretching and strategizing
and trying to trade trepidation for confidence. At 7:55 host Jason
Ackerman has us corralled and speaks, like a god, from high above
us on the observation deck. He marks our fated order with a
flourish of blue strips of paper. Some count their order in the
heat, while others simply avoid eye contact, finally realizing that
the time has come. With all the names read and heats listed, we
file like so many doomed souls into the competition room.
The space throbs, much like our hearts as we cluster before our
racks and size up one another. “My heart is beating out of my
chest,” someone finally offers, expressing what we are all feeling,
the thrum of competition. The air is dense, laced with humidity
and anxiety and the very athletic aura of “Let’s do this!” So it
begins.
Squats, damn low ones at that, lower than most of us ever get,
are expected, and the red flag (ripped pink towel) goes flying.
Merely parallel will not do. We consort and bounce numbers off
one another. “At that depth, I’ll need to go 250 not 275.” “She’s
hardcore with that flag; I won’t break 300.” We adjust and go as
low as we can and swallow some pride along the way.

Online Video

East Coast Challenge: CrossFit Total

http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_EastCoastChallengeCFT.wmv
http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_EastCoastChallengeCFT.mov
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Finished with the heat, we return to the warm-up room to prepare
for the press. We toy with hand placement and the elusive hip
pop. The mental barrier of beginning has been surmounted and
we have seen our competition. Now we need our mechanics.
However, there is not much time, as the heats run no longer than
45 minutes. We find ourselves, like the toiling Sisyphus, shuffling
back in to compete.
We stand before the rack, again, chests lifted and elbows situated
just so, and drive up the bar. Out comes the flag, again. Now, the
finer points of just how leverage works are explained and, like
scolded schoolchildren, we absorb our lesson and try to put it
to use. “So I can go back, just not forward??” “Hell if I can figure
it out.” One element becomes evident in spite of our confusion:
camaraderie. Amidst the throes of our anxiety and trepidation and
mechanical breakdown, we have jelled as a supportive network.
The room now echoes with screams of “Push!” and “Get your
head through!” followed by congratulatory claps on the back,
punctuated by puffs of chalk dust. The heat presses on and we
buckle down for the duration.
The deadlift is a bitch for most, but it’s also evident that some
people are going to pull real big. Some of our measly first attempts
at 325 are mere child’s play compared to others’ 500s. Regardless,
we cajole and scream “Pull!” and “Finish it!” while coming to grips
with our potential Total numbers. The heat ends, and with it, our
anxiety. No longer does the question Can I do this? hang over our
heads. Regardless of whether we PR’d or not, we’ve succeeded
at starting what we’ve come to finish. Therefore, like clockwork,
at noon we shut down and set out for lunch, disbanding for a
two-and-a-half hour reprieve. Outside, however, storm clouds are
gathering, and we can only hope it is not an ominous sign of events
to unfold.
The 5k
We wait in the lull before the race, sore and tired but with minds
and hearts still charging, replaying what went well and what did
not and mentally rehearsing what could happen in the upcoming
run. After seeing our scores from the Total, we theorize about
what we need to do to save face, or just to forge on. Above us, the
sky opens and unleashes dense raindrops. We laugh about getting
wet and wonder just how fast the threat of lightning can make you
run. “Seriously. It could improve my time.”
Mother Nature has her way of giving and taking, and now she has
offered a window. At 2:15 the rain ceases and the sky lightens.
However, in the same turn the cool breeze fades and the humidity
rises. By the time we gather at the pavilion for the start, everyone
is twitchy. The stretching doesn’t feel like it loosened anything
enough, and the short warm-up laps we run feel more like slogging
around in our skin, everything saturated and out of joint. In short,
we want this 5k over with.
Jason and the race organizer sense our anxiety and put us at the
start ahead of schedule. At just after 3:00, we stand in the open
14
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field and bark questions about the course’s direction. We are
collectively irritated by the start signal, the standard “On your
mark, get set….” We want ours: “3, 2, 1…Go!” And in that crush
of sore muscles and steeping heat we bust loose at a rampant
pace, hell bent after some unseen foe across the field. It turns
out that we are only fighting ourselves, as we bottleneck on a
footbridge and then are teased by the cool shade of the woods,
only to be drawn out again into the swelter and some not-sogentle gradients.
When mile 1 is done, the packs have formed and not much
maneuvering has occurred. Some fall back or bolster slightly
forward, but most ride on others’ hips or keep pace by watching
backs, thinking, Just stay with him. In our tight-limbed, manic bodies,
we hurl ourselves onward past the second mile marker (finally!),
and through more woods and slopes toward the finish and finally
past it, where we fall to the earth and writhe. The race organizers
watch with concern, but we soon rise, the pain slightly abated, and
we cheer the rest through, until the very last runner has staggered
in. We are now happy as drugged post-op patients, not yet feeling
the painful recovery ahead. We snag water bottles and bandage
blistered feet and then immediately check our stats as they are
posted to the pavilion.
We congratulate and console each other and are glad for day 1
to be over. The clouds darken overhead and thunder rolls. We
walk back to the gym in a concealing curtain of rain, a gentle
and not-so-subtle reminder of the mystery of what remains for
tomorrow—the Hopper, with all its uncertainty, except one: it will
hurt.

of our mantra: Constantly varied, functional movements executed
at high intensity. I skip the second coffee, gather my gear, and head
out the door.
“Has to be rowing, he’s got ten.”
“No pull-ups because there aren’t enough bars.”
“Shitload of kettle and barbells.”
“Yeah, that means thrusters.”

Sunday, June 1
The Hopper
It’s 7a.m. and I must leave in an hour. I am tired, despite having
gone to bed at 9:30 last night. My left trap is in a painful knot
and my stomach is as disturbed as it was yesterday, my breakfast
resting heavy in my gut. I debate a second cup of coffee as I tease
out what the Hopper events could be. We spent a good portion
of yesterday between sets and heats scrutinizing the equipment
and space available, trying to deduce what may be. Still, it is a
void that lies so tantalizingly close, yet so out of reach. However,
I do know from talk around the barbeque last night, where we
devoured chicken and ribs with animalistic zeal, that the time
limit is set at twenty minutes. I am thankful that I don’t need
to prepare for a marathon day like yesterday, and won’t need to
keep up my energy for eight hours. No, I just need to thrive for
twenty minutes—twenty very intense minutes. Everything after
is inconsequential. Today is a matter of pride and a true display of
CrossFit standards. The hopper is a true enigma, the embodiment

Online Video

East Coast Challenge: Hopper

http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitGames_AlbanyHopper.wmv
http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitGames_AlbanyHopper.mov
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Nervous strategizing fills the air as we attempt to calm our
nerves while waiting restlessly for Jason to arrive. Only he has
the answers. He rolls in at precisely 9:00 and simply lays it out for
us: 1000-meter row, followed by five rounds of 21 sumo deadlift
high pulls (95 pounds for men, 65 for women), 15 burpees, and
9 thrusters (95/65 pounds). The cap is 20 minutes. Quickly the
calculations begin. “On average that leaves you 16 minutes for the
five rounds, which means a little over three minutes per round.”
“No one’s finishing all five.” Yeah, we’re in panic mode, looking
at each other as if someone might pull an answer out of the air
that somehow makes this effort seem more manageable. But of
course no one does, and Jason lists the contestants in the first
heat. Around the room stomachs drop and faces go white. Time
to set up and warm up and then begin.
At 9:30 we’re all out on the parking lot where the Hopper is
set up. A line of rowers sits placidly in the morning sun, flanked
by weighted bars and depth-gauge medicine balls. We assess our
hands against the blacktop and nod in agreement: “That ground’s
going to tear us up.” The first heat are warming up and the rest
of us grab PVC pipes or stretch. We need to see and study what
transpires before it’s our turn. The athletes of the first heat seem
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so much like sacrificial lambs, heading off to be slaughtered for
some unknown crime against the CF powers, and all we can do
is watch.
At 9:45 every competitor is in place, paired off with a scorekeeper.
Jason stands astride the center rower and calls out, “Ready? Three,
two, one…Go!” The athletes crank and undulate out and back
methodically, warming into this sufferfest. The first complete the
row and break for the bars, nervously clutching and pulling. Pacing
is going to be vital. Most manage seven to ten sumo deadlift high
pulls (SDHPs) before breaking the set, and then pull some more.
On to the burpees. Someone gets wise and rips off a shirt and
throws it down like a mat, the only cushion offered today. The
tedium of the up, down, up, down takes hold and then it’s on to
the thrusters, but not nearly so fast as expected. The weights go
up and overhead and some immediately come crashing down. The
heats are reverse-ordered, so this is not unexpected. Still, the
comment comes: “This is going to fucking break someone.” We
watch and consider our attempts. How many, how fast, what can
be strategized? There is little time for error. The heat ends and
only one person has completed three full rounds, and he is bloody
and sweat-drenched and fully, honorably spent. Expletives fill the
air and we prepare for the second heat.
From 10:15 until 1:00 the heats rage on. The most consistent
element is the sprawl at the end. The I’m-dead-I-actually-fuckingkilled-myself-this-time prone postures become more abundant, and
when the last heat ends the asphalt looks like a post-battle field.
Essentially, the Hopper burns our legs and saps our lungs with
the row, so that the SDHPs become torturous pulls that lack
the hip-drive assistance they should have, followed by burpees,
where vertical jumps are limited by the feeling that we are wearing
cement boots, and then finishing with thrusters that feel like blows
to the torso. Then there is silence. The lung-searing deep-tissue
pain settles over us like a shroud, and we lie prostrate, not yet
euphoric over having finished, having survived, but faintly aware of
our success as we lie in the pebbled dirt.
The aftermath
The Challenge was raw beauty. Limits were tested, barriers were
broken, and camaraderie was forged through shared experience
and pain. It was evidence that CrossFit is like no other sport. This
isn’t a simple game where you or your team stand alone and prey
on the challenger. No, we bolster each other along because there
is only betterment of the self through this pursuit, and we all realize
that we cannot get there alone, that it is only with community
that we succeed and excel. Therefore, the awards at the awards
ceremony were nominal. Rather, it was a perfect opportunity for
us to bask in our success and replenish ourselves with good food
and beer, while applauding those who rose above the rest. In the
end, as we hobbled out to cars and exchanged e-mail addresses, it
was as a group, where the best performance and the best attempt
were equal.

Tomorrow will bring another workout and another challenge.
That is the point and the purpose. What is life without tests,
without times when we are measured against the standards of
our community? CrossFit aims to help us endure and exceed the
expectations of such. We come together with our own regulations
and our own standards, as our own society to say, “This matters,
and that is why we do such damage to ourselves.” Thoreau said
that “Most men lead lives of quiet desperation.” But we do not.
Thoreau went to the woods to “live deliberately, to suck the
marrow out of life” because he did not want to find, at the end
of his days, that he had not “truly lived.” All of us who competed
in the East Coast Challenge can say that we have lived, if only in
that moment of the Total, the 5k or the Hopper. We know this in
our hearts, in the depths of our soul, in that quiet secret we keep
about why we do this. We are CrossFitters, regardless of skill
or ability. Clearly, it’s more than just a workout program or we
wouldn’t be so devoted.
Therefore, to all—to the CrossFit community at large and,
especially, to the consortium of beautiful people who gathered
in Albany this weekend—I salute you. I know I will never forget
the details of our time, and I fully intend to add another chapter
next year. Until then, go. Bust your asses. Feel that superlative
splendor of a life truly lived.

Eric Devine is a high school English teacher, has experience
in football, track, and mountain biking, and has been
CrossFitting for the past two years. He trains at home, at
the high school’s gym, and as a drop-in at Albany CrossFit, the
hosts of the 2008 East Coast Challenge. His students and
much of his family are convinced that he’s crazy, but his wife
is beginning to come around. He posts on the WOD blog on
CrossFit.com as “edevine.”
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Human Power Output
and CrossFit Metcon Workouts
Tony Leyland
I have had many conversations with CrossFitters, and others,
about the efficacy of CrossFit programming. As somebody who
teaches about physical conditioning at the university level, I am
interested in the unorthodox nature of CrossFit and the results
it achieves. While the majority of trainers and athletes easily
understand many aspects of CrossFit programming, there is a
certain mystique (the infamous “black box”) regarding the metcon
(metabolic conditioning) workouts.
We all know that a “Deadlift 1-1-1-1-1-1-1” WOD (Workout of
the Day) is a strength workout and that “Run 10K” (everybody’s
favorite!) is an aerobic workout. However, one of my favorite
quotes from the CrossFit philosophy is Greg Glassman’s injunction
to “strive to blur distinctions between ‘cardio’ and strength
training. Nature has no regard for this distinction.”

his power output in the middle of doing “Grace” (at least not if
he’s doing it with sufficient intensity!), the knowledge of where
a particular activity falls on the human power scale provides an
excellent basis for understanding how you complete that particular
WOD and the resulting metabolic effects.
Table 1 shows the metabolic power, mechanical power, predominant
energy system utilized, and time to exhaustion for a healthy male
subject on an ergometer where movement velocity was held
constant (Knuttgen, 2007). I have added an example of the type of
activity for each of these power outputs.
Another way to present this information is to look at the power
outputs of selected activities as a percentage of an individual’s
maximum power output rather than a specific power output in
watts. (See Figure 1, next page)

But how does CrossFit blur this distinction given that strength/
power training and cardiovascular training are at different ends of
the power spectrum? More simply put, when you do “Grace” or
“Fran” or “Angie” or even “Linda,” what kind of training are you
doing? Is it power, strength, or cardio? Can they be combined? To
what extent do they overlap? Obviously, they in fact do, and this
is one of CrossFit’s huge contributions to fitness, but it flies in
the face of much of the accepted knowledge in exercise science.
How does it work? What are the mechanisms? These are complex
questions and the answers depend on many factors.
Human power output
To describe what is going on in CrossFit-type metcon workouts,
we must first have a basic understanding of measurements of
human power output. While no CrossFitter consciously ponders

Obviously, elite athletes can easily surpass the mechanical power
outputs or times to exhaustion listed in Table 1. A specialized
heavyweight Olympic lifter can generate 6,000 watts of mechanical
power in a single lift (Garhammer 1993), and Lance Armstrong
could ride up mountains in France generating close to 500 watts
of mechanical power for 20 minutes, something the subject in Table
1 above managed for only 6 minutes, and that a typical 25-year-old
could do for only 30 seconds (Blakeslee 2005). But how would
these athletes do on “Grace” or “Linda”? For a specialized aerobic
power beast like a Tour de France cyclist the answer is an obvious
“Not very well.” However, the Olympic lifter may not do as well
as you might think on them either, and a specialized power lifter
would also struggle. A specialized bodybuilder, of course, would
get completely “gassed” by most CrossFit WODs.

Metabolic power
(watts)

Mechanical power
(watts)

Predominant
energy system

Time to
exhaustion

Example of activity
type

6,000

1,380

Phosphagen

1 second

Olympic lifts

4,000

920

Glycolytic

14 seconds

100-m sprint

2,000

460

Oxidative

6 minutes

2-km row

1,000

230

Oxidative

2 hours

40-mile bike

Table 1. The relationship of metabolic power produced in skeletal muscle to the mechanical power of activity. (Adapted from H.G. Knuttgen, “Strength
Training and Aerobic Exercise: Comparison and Contrast,” Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research 21, no. 3 (2007): 973-978.)
Notes:
• 1000 watts = 1.36 horsepower = 864 kcal per hour
• The efficiency of converting metabolic (chemical) power to mechanical power (output) is assumed to be 23 percent.
• Only the predominant energy system is listed, but we use all three at most power levels. For example, exercise intensity resulting in exhaustion
in 6 minutes would require approximately 20 percent of energy to be obtained from anaerobic systems, and a 14-second sprint would obtain
approximately 10% of its energy from the oxidative system.
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Power Output

100%

Activity

Energy Systems

Olympic lifts, high jump, 5-yard maximal sprint, shot
put, max plyometric jumps, etc.
100-meter sprint

Predominantly phosphagen

80%
60%

40%
30%

200-meter sprint
Mix of all three systems but predominantly
glycolytic

400-meter run
100-meter swim
4-minute-mile run
2000-meter singles row

VO2 max
Range

20%
10%

Almost exclusively phosphagen

Aerobic

Marathon pace (elite)
Running (competitive fitness)
Jogging (easy pace)
Walking

0%
Figure 1. Percentage of maximal power output that is expended during various activities. (Adapted from H.G. Knuttgen, “Strength Training and Aerobic
Exercise: Comparison and Contrast,” Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research 21, no. 3 (2007): 973-978.)

Muscle fiber types and motor units

Muscle fibers are organized into motor units and each unit
is controlled by a single motor neuron (nerve). All the muscle
fibers in a motor unit are the same type of muscle fiber. The cell
bodies of Type I neurons have a lower threshold of excitation,
which means that if the activity has a low demand for power, only
Type I fibers will be stimulated. If the need for force and power
development becomes greater, increasing numbers of Type I motor
units will be recruited by increasingly larger waves of excitation
by the central nervous system (CNS). Eventually, all of the Type I
fibers will become involved. This would be at the point where the
athlete is reaching his or her maximal aerobic capacity.

Before trying to analyze the specifics of what is happening in
CrossFit metcon workouts, it would be useful to understand
how strength and aerobic exercises compare in terms of motor
unit recruitment, muscle cell metabolism, circulation, and the
adaptations to the extremes of mechanical power output.
Briefly stated, there are three categories of muscle fibers. Type
IIb fast-twitch fibers (also know as Type IIx) are recruited for very
short-duration high-intensity bursts of power such as maximal
and near-maximal lifts and short sprints. These fibers produce
high force levels quickly but they fatigue quickly as well. Type IIa
fast-twitch fibers are more fatigue-resistant than Type IIb fibers,
but they cannot produce force as rapidly. They are used more
during sustained power activities such as sprinting 400 meters or
doing repeated lifts with a weight below your maximum (but not
with very light weights). Finally, Type I slow-twitch fibers are used
in lower-intensity exercises such as very light resistance work
aimed at muscular endurance and long-duration aerobic activities
such as 5K and 10K runs.

Once the demand for power reaches approximately 20 percent of
maximal, the CNS stimulation is strong enough to recruit some
Type IIa fibers. Evidence of Type II fiber activity is provided by
the presence of lactate in the muscle and blood. As the demand
for force increases, larger waves of excitation from the CNS
eventually result in the recruitment of Type IIb fibers (these have
the highest threshold of excitation). To produce maximal force,
the CNS produces the largest possible stimulation and all available
motor units serving the muscle are recruited (all three types).
Note that only trained athletes are actually able to recruit all of
18
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the available motor units. This is one of the reasons we see very
fast gains in strength with novices to strength training, as they
“learn” to recruit more existing fibers.

Most steady, sustained aerobic training occurs around 20 percent
of maximal power output and, as discussed above, recruits Type
I muscle fibers. Although there may be some small increase in
the cross-sectional area of these fibers, this is less important to
performance than increases in the oxidative metabolic capacities
of the same fibers and increased delivery of oxygen to them.
Hence it is not surprising that elite marathon runners and Tour de
France cyclists exhibit spare musculature but high blood volume,
hemoglobin concentrations, and cardiac output.

Muscle cell metabolism
In my article “Rest-Recovery During Interval-Based Exercise” I
reviewed the three systems whereby a human can produce the
energy required to do physical work (CrossFit Journal 56, April
2007. These systems were also discussed in CrossFit Journal 10, June
2003). I will not repeat a detailed review of those systems here,
as I believe that most readers of the CrossFit Journal understand
that energy for high force/power outputs is supplied by ATP/
CP (high-energy phosphates stored in the muscle) and that as
exercise intensity is reduced, more energy can be obtained by the
glycolytic system and eventually, as exercise intensities are further
reduced to levels that can be sustained for several minutes to
hours, the oxidative prevails. As an example, 99 percent of the
energy expended during a marathon is provided by the oxidative
system.

Weight lifting prescriptions can be classified as light (12- to 15-rep
sets), medium (7 to 12 reps), heavy (3 to 6 reps) and maximal (1or 2-rep maxes). While specific responses will differ depending on
the repetition scheme, it is fair to say that one general adaptation
to strength training is an increase in the size (cross-sectional area)
of Type II muscle fibers. An important point to understand is that
conventional strength training will not improve cardiac function
or blood composition and volume. It is interesting to note that
there is, however, a change in muscle capillarization. There is not
an increase in the number of capillaries, but the size of Type II
muscle fibers does increase, which results in the muscle capillaries
being moved farther apart. This is called capillary dilution and it
is part of the reason very strong athletes who have focused just
on strength and power training do not do well at aerobic exercise
and CrossFit metcon workouts. (Aerobic training, in contrast,
does produce an increase in capillary density that increases the
capillary-to-muscle-fiber ratio and improves the muscles ability to
extract oxygen.)

Due to aerobic training and interval work, the oxidative metabolism
of Type I fibers can be enhanced by increases in oxidative enzyme
concentration and in the size and number of mitochondria (the
site of oxidative metabolism). Similarly, anaerobic training will
result in increased concentrations of anaerobic enzymes that
enhance the anaerobic ability of Type II fibers.
Circulation
Muscle tissue capillarization, blood volume, blood composition, and
cardiac output are irrelevant for the highest exercise intensities.
Single Olympic lifts, maximal throws, and high jump, for example,
do not depend on the delivery of oxygen and substrate to the
muscles.
As you move to lower-intensity exercise that can be sustained
for longer periods, the need increases for the circulatory system
to deliver oxygen and fuel and to remove carbon dioxide (CO2),
waste products, and lactate. As we can see from Figure 1, ongoing
power outputs of around 40 to 70 percent of maximum rely
heavily on the glycolytic system and the oxidative system, so the
delivery of glycogen and oxygen and the removal of metabolites
(mostly waste products) from the muscle become increasingly
important. By the time exercise intensity is around 30 to 35
percent of maximum, the athlete is in his or her aerobic maximum
range, and performance relies heavily on having optimal values for
cardiac output, blood volume, muscle tissue capillarization, and
hemoglobin concentration (which determines the oxygen carrying
capacity of the blood).
Conventional strength and aerobic training
specialization
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Most athletes who strength train and then do some separate
aerobic work tend to focus on running or cycling for their
aerobic bouts. While these athletes are slightly better equipped
than either pure lifters or pure aerobic trainees to handle some
CrossFit workouts, even workouts that emphasize strength and
lifting—such as “ Linda,” for example—are still done for time
and are grueling metabolic conditioning workouts (sometimes
surprisingly so) that will punish those who specialize at either
end of the energy spectrum. CrossFit metcon training requires
intense but extended work of all muscle groups. This prevents the
capillary diffusion that occurs with a predominant focus on low-rep
strength training with long rest periods between sets. Traditional
strength training does not challenge the body to delivery oxygen
and other fuels and to remove metabolites in the way a metabolic
conditioning workout like “Linda” does.
Many athletes, and nearly all of the general public who actually
exercise, work at either end of the power spectrum, as described
above. Many do both, but, by keeping them separate, they are
in effect still specializing—just in two training modalities instead
of one. Only athletes who are involved in sports that require
frequent recovery from high bursts of power output tend to
work at all power levels. For example, an elite soccer player will
cover approximately 12 km in the 90 minutes of a match. As a
steady running pace this isn’t impressive, but the soccer player
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typically walks for 20 to 30 percent of the match, jogs for 30 to
40 percent, runs at pace for 15 to 25 percent, sprints for 10 to18
percent, and runs backward for 4 to 8 percent of the time. Pretty
much every pace is included and we know that recovery from
sprints is an excellent way to improve aerobic capacity while also
stressing anaerobic systems and Type II fibers. In addition to a
variety of running paces, soccer players will have to jump, tackle,
brace against shoulder charges, and get up off the floor after being
knocked over, dozens of times during a match.

for extended periods of time, to 90 to 100 percent of their max
power output for a few seconds. What the actual maximum power
output of any particular CrossFitter is will depend on his or her
physical size (total muscle mass) and fitness and skill levels

Soccer is just one example of a sport with a variety of demands,
but in this case, unfortunately the vast majority of the (still
relatively low) strength demands are on the leg musculature.
Hence soccer players who do not do any strength training (ideally
CrossFit-style) do not display significant strength and power,
particularly in the upper body. Rugby, though, requires incredibly
varied power outputs from all the body’s musculature. Obviously,
mixed martial arts and many other sports would similarly tax all
muscles, all three energy systems, and all muscle fiber types. My
point is that while all athletes will find metcon WODs challenging,
athletes who work in anaerobic-based sports with relatively long
match durations are better able to handle CrossFit programming
at the outset compared to those coming from purely strength- or
aerobic-based training programs.
CrossFit programming and metcon workouts
I, and many others who have looked closely at CrossFit, could
write a book on this topic. But for the purposes of this article,
what I want to do is begin to explore why CrossFit’s metcon
workouts are so taxing and effectively train so many aspects of
physiological fitness.
In its entirety, CrossFit programming works both ends of the
power spectrum (as do a number of other fitness programs). Many
workouts focus on strength (e.g., the CrossFit Total, 1- to 3-rep
Olympic and slow lifts); others on aerobic capacity (e.g., running
and rowing relatively long distances, or sustained calisthenics). In
addition, interval training (e.g., 3 x 800 meters, or 4 x 400 meters,
or one-minute rounds, or Tabatas) simultaneously improves
aerobic function and stresses more Type II fibers and the body’s
ability to remove metabolites during anaerobic exercise and hence
sustain that exercise intensity for longer. But it is the mixed-mode
metcon workouts, such as “Linda,” “Grace,” “Fran,” “Helen,” and
even “Angie” and “Murph” that are particular to CrossFit and one
of the keys to its remarkable efficacy at increasing work capacity
across broad time and modal domains.

Obviously though, there are differences among elite CrossFitters.
A CrossFitter with a 270-pound clean and jerk is working at
50 percent of maximum load when he does “Grace” (thirty
135-pound clean and jerks for time) and can recruit less of his
muscle fibers at the start (maybe only Type I and some Type IIa).
Due to the continuous nature of “Grace” these muscle fibers will
start to fatigue. But as these fibers tire, he can elicit a stronger
wave of excitation and start to recruit additional Type IIa and Type
IIb fibers. On the other hand, a CrossFitter with only a 150-pound
clean and jerk will have to start with a very large wave of excitation
and have to recruit the most muscle fibers available from the
beginning of the workout. Hence he will fatigue much quicker and
have to rest longer between lifts. This fatigue will definitely have a
central nervous system (CNS) component, since intense repeated
bouts of strenuous exercise depletes neurotransmitter levels,
which results in reduced physical and cognitive performance. All
voluntary muscle activities are controlled by the CNS through
nerve connections; hence the role of neural fatigue is an integral
part of understanding fatigue during metcon workouts.
The CNS fatigue will affect lightweight or weaker CrossFitters
more during heavier lifts as they require more muscle stimulation
to achieve each lift. However, the lightweight CrossFitter will
have an advantage in workouts like “Angie,” “Helen,” “Murph,” and
possibly “Fran” as well, which are made up largely of bodyweight
exercises, with only relatively light external loads, since the lower
bodyweight means there is less total work to accomplish. Body
dimensions also play some role, and a tall athlete will do more
work during exercises like Tabata squats and floor-to-overhead
lifts compared with a shorter athlete of the same weight.
Another distinguishing element of CrossFit programming and the
variety of workout types it includes is that we have to exercise
though the entire power range in so many muscle groups. What
other training program would ask you to do something like
“Linda”? Although circuit training has been around for a long time,
it typically entails individually working different small muscle groups
fairly hard for a fixed time and then resting before starting another
round. CrossFit “metcons,” though, are metabolically demanding
combinations of full-body, multi-joint, high-power movements
that you just blast through for time with no rest. They typically
challenge all muscle fiber types and all energy systems at once.
Clearly they are predominantly anaerobic, with the aerobic system
helping recovery. Only those who can blast through 26+ rounds of
“Cindy” with no rest periods can claim that it is primarily aerobic.
Maybe “Cindy” and “Murph” have more aerobic flavor than some
of the metcon workouts but, for most of us, as those push-ups
start to fatigue the Type I fibers, we have to resort to whatever

So, what muscle fibers and energy systems do these workouts
target? All elite CrossFitters are excellent at working across all
their power output levels. They are conditioned to work the
entire range, from 20 to 25 percent of their max power output
for long periods (aerobic power) to moderate power outputs
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fibers the CNS can manage to stimulate. Twenty-five minutes into
“Murph” the strain is felt in a lot of different muscle fibers and the
circulatory system, whereas twenty-five minutes into a hard 10K
run, the strain is limited to legs and circulatory systems.

The specific hormonal response to training is in itself another long
article, but it is important to note that only muscle fibers that
are activated by resistance work are subject to adaptation due
to these hormonal effects. This is yet another obvious benefit of
CrossFit programming and yet another reason to ask “why bother
doing biceps curls?”

Another important challenge presented by many of the metcon
workouts is the instant switching of activities that many of them
require. During the fast 400-meter run in “Helen,” for example,
the body pushes blood to the working leg muscles, which means
that capillaries in these muscles open up, while capillaries in the
gastrointestinal tract and other organs not essential to exercise
are restricted. There is only so much blood to go around, and if
resistance into all the body’s capillary beds dropped, you would
pass out due to low blood pressure. To prevent this, blood flow
to the upper body is also restricted. Then you hit the kettlebells,
and the body has to switch blood flow to the upper body quickly.
It isn’t easy.

Chronic long slow distance training, however, can actually decrease
testosterone levels in males and estrogen levels in females. This
fact may be an additional reason for the effectiveness of CrossFit’s
directive to train hard and smart, not just long and longer. It is
certainly part of the reason CrossFit has had such good results
training endurance athletes with much less mileage than traditional
endurance programs prescribe. Tough metcon workouts can be
as short as two minutes and as long as 50+ minutes, but none will
have you pounding the pavement for hours upon hours.
The utility of CrossFit results

If you haven’t already experienced this yourself, try this experiment:
Warm up and then do your max set of pull-ups. A day or two
later, warm up and go for a hard 1K run followed immediately by
another max set of pull-ups. You will not be able to do as many.
Why? I think there are (at least) three factors. For one thing, the
blood flow to your “pull-up muscles” will be slightly lower after
the run compared, as the closing down of capillary beds in the legs
is not instantaneous, and this will delay opening up of capillaries
in the arms. Keep in mind the body has been trying hard to get
oxygen and fuel to the legs and remove CO2, metabolites and
lactate from then, and now, suddenly, you are telling it you have
“changed your mind and would like it to focus on the arms
please!” Second, there is a challenge to the CNS to re-coordinate
the activity, switching to pull-ups from the run. And, third, I think
there is also just a psychological/mental difficulty component, as
it just plain feels harder to do pull-ups (especially fast, powerful
kipping ones) when you are busting a lung already.
Obviously the hormonal response to the metcon workouts is
also a huge and complex factor in their efficacy. Strength training
has been shown to increase anabolic hormones (hormones that
promote tissue building). These hormones are insulin, insulin-like
growth factor, testosterone, and growth hormone. Research with
young males has shown that several factors appear to increase
acute serum testosterone levels during and after workouts. These
factors are:
• Large muscle group exercises (e.g., deadlifts, cleans,
squats)
• Heavy resistance work (1- to 3-rep-max sets)
• Moderate to high volume of exercise (Note that this
research finding does not necessarily mean just long
duration but also multiple sets and multiple exercises.)
• Short rest intervals
• Two or more years of resistance training.

Ultimately any training program should be able to boast that it is
preparing its trainees for whatever life—or a game or a mission—
throws at them. I think this is one of the easier things to explain
about CrossFit.
I once had a student in an exercise physiology course who looked
to be an out-and-out bodybuilder type—until he ran seven laps
of a 400-meter track during a 12-minute run test (Cooper Test).
I was impressed. I talked to him and he admitted that two years
earlier he was just a bodybuilder. But then he went on hike with
his girlfriend only to be left out of breath and in the dust. He spent
hours upon hours in the gym each week and got his ass kicked
on a hike! After that experience he had to ask himself, “What is
the use of having a Cadillac body with a Volkswagen engine?” I
thought that was a great statement but I will modify it to be more
accurate in light of my discussion above. Our muscles are in fact
the engines that drive our mechanical power output. So a better
way to rephrase my student’s quote might be to ask “What is the
point of having a Ferrari engine with a lawnmower fuel pump?”
Have I answered the $64,000 question of what is going on inside
the black box of CrossFit programming? Of course not. But I hope
I have clarified some of the mechanisms at play. So far, there is not
any research (that I am aware of) that has really got to what I think
is at the heart of that question: namely, “Why is the whole greater
than the sum of the parts”? By this I mean that—even if we can
start to dissect how CrossFit metabolic conditioning challenges
all muscle fiber types, all energy systems, the central coordination
of muscle groups, and the nerve transmission systems themselves,
as well as eliciting a variety of hormonal responses that in turn
benefit all muscle fibers—the question still remains as to exactly
how and why CrossFit’s particular blurring of the distinctions
between “cardio” and strength training consistently produces
such a stunning blend of athletic abilities.

Does the above list apply to metcon workouts? Rhetorical
question; no need to answer.
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Benchmark CrossFit Workouts Mentioned in this Article
“Angie”

“Helen”

100 pull-ups
100 push-ups
100 sit-ups
100 squats

400-meter run
21 kettlebell swings, 1.5-pood (24 kg)
12 pull-ups
Three rounds, for time.

One round, for time. Complete all reps of each exercise before moving to
the next.

“Linda” (aka “Three Bars of Death”)
Deadlift, 1.5 times bodyweight
Bench press, bodyweight
Clean, .75 times bodyweight

“Cindy”
5 pull-ups
10 push-ups
15 squats

10/9/8/7/6/5/4/3/2/1-rep rounds (ten rounds, starting at 10 reps and
decreasing by one rep per round). Set up three bars and storm through
for time.

Complete as many rounds as possible in 20 minutes.

“Murph”

“Fran”

1-mile run
100 pull-ups
200 push-ups
300 squats
1-mile run

21 thrusters, 95 pounds
21 pull-ups
15 thrusters, 95 pounds
15 pull-ups
9 thrusters, 95 pounds
9 pull-ups

For time. Partition the pull-ups, push-ups, and squats as needed. Start
and finish with a one-mile run. If you’ve got a twenty-pound vest or body
armor, wear it.

For time.
“Grace”
30 clean and jerks, 135 pounds
For time.
For the complete list of CrossFit’s “named” workouts, see the CrossFit FAQ.
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Combining Wrestling and CrossFit Training
Chris Spealler
In my past four articles, I have talked about some
of the basics of wrestling such as stance, shots,
takedowns, escapes, reversals, nearfalls, and pins.
That was all information on performing quite
specific wrestling moves. Now, the broader question
is: How can and should wrestlers use CrossFit to
complement our wrestling?
One of the useful things about CrossFit for
wrestlers is the amount of mental toughness it can
develop. Anyone can do a workout like “Murph”
scaled or over the course of a day. But when you
put the clock on it and maybe even a time cut-off, it
becomes an entirely different thing. Another aspect
of CrossFit that carries over so well to wrestling
is the short and intense workouts that are its
mainstay (e.g., “Fran,” “Diane,” “Helen,” and the like,
which I’d say usually take somewhere around ten
minutes for the average moderately experienced
CrossFitter). A wrestling match in college can last
anywhere from seven to nine minutes, depending
on whether it goes into overtime. It is imperative
that a wrestler be able to continue pushing through
a match right up until the end. If you back down
at any point, you are giving your opponent the
advantage both physically and mentally. CrossFit
provides a similar experience and response in this
regard.
Workouts done in the wrestling room are typically
limited to bodyweight/gymnastics movements
unless you are fortunate enough to have a weight
room right next to the wrestling mat. Most of us
don’t have this kind of setup, so what can we do for
a WOD and when can we do it? For competitive
wrestlers, skill training and mat time are the
priorities in season and that’s where your efforts
should be concentrated. A short and intense
bodyweight WOD would be a great way to finish
off wrestling practices that involve technique drills
or live wrestling work.
One example of what one might do is a wrestlingmovement bodyweight workout (see the CrossFit
Mat Workout video):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 “In and out the windows”
10 “Gut-wrench cleans
Bear drag down
Regular drag back
Buddy carry down
Wedding carry back
Wheelbarrow push-ups down
Wheelbarrow walk back

Online Video
http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_SpealWorkoutMat.wmv
http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_SpealWorkoutMat.mov
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You could do this in either a task-oriented (complete a certain
number of rounds in as fast a time as possible) or a time-oriented
(complete as many rounds as you can in a set period of time—say,
ten or fifteen minutes). The possibilities are many for this kind of
workout. It just takes some creative thinking, and, if you have a
pull-up bar, which most wrestling rooms do, your possibilities are
even greater. Another possibility (and one that doesn’t require
a partner) would be something like a jumping sit-up and burpee
combination. The important thing here is to emphasize the
practice work on the mat being wrestling-specific training and use
the follow-up workout at the end of the practice as a means of
improving physical conditioning and, especially, mental toughness
and perseverance. I know that if I could be done when I completed
a certain number of rounds, I would be working super hard and
fast just to get it over with at the end of a tough practice.

aspects and the rope climbs and fast pummeling keep the heart
rate high and challenge us to continue moving while we are tired.
Wrestling has similar demands, in that you are always working, but
there are “sprints” or “flurries” that demand bursts of power and
speed in order to defend against an attack or score on an attack.
Other wrestling-oriented moves you can incorporate in the weight
room are shadow wrestling (be careful with the penetration steps
if the flooring is not ideal) and some light drilling.
I also want to emphasize the importance of heavy lifting and
strength training for wrestlers. We all know that CrossFit includes
heavy lifting, and it’s very important that wrestlers not neglect that
part of our training. Heavy squats, deadlifts, presses, and Olympic
lifts provide a critical stimulus and adaptations both in season and
out of season.
In my opinion, the most important thing here is that you get
creative. Limited space or equipment are no impediment to
CrossFit training. You don’t have to be doing “Fran” to be getting
effective CrossFit workouts. Walking lunges, gut wrench cleans,
pull-ups, push-ups, squats, sit-up variations, and bear drags, put
together in intelligent programming, are CrossFit. They are fullbody, butt-kicking functional movements, and if you do them at
high intensity, you get a great response from them. Don’t be afraid
to explore those options both in the wrestling room and weight
room. It’s meant to complement and improve our wrestling, not
replace it.

In the weight room, obviously, the opportunities for strength and
conditioning WODS increase dramatically. Access to equipment
also opens up more of the benchmark workouts, which alone can
be motivating. Workouts can even incorporate some traditional
conditioning exercises for wrestling, or wrestling-specific
movements, within CrossFit-style parameters. One of the best
things we can do in this situation, which doesn’t require a mat,
is handfighting or pummeling with a partner—and it doesn’t
necessarily have to be someone close to your weight class. Smaller
guys are usually faster, which makes them different and challenging
partners for the bigger guys, and the big guys have the strength and
weight advantage over the smaller ones, which requires different
skills and responses than usual from the small guys as well.
Here’s one example of a nice combination workout you can do
with a partner and good equipment access (see the Weight Room
Wrestling Workout video):

Online Video

Wrestling Workout

http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_SpealWorkoutWeightroom.wmv
http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_SpealWorkoutWeightroom.mov

• 30 seconds: power snatches for reps (at maybe
65 pounds, or somewhat heavier for bigger, stronger
athletes)
• 2 rope climbs
• 30 seconds: fast pummeling
• 30 seconds: high box jumps for reps
• 1 rope climb
• 30 seconds: battle pummeling

Chris Spealler, a.k.a. “Speal,” runs
CrossFit Park City in Park City, Utah.
He was a Division 1 college wrestler at
Lock Haven University in Pennsylvania.
Graduating in 2002, he finished two
matches away from becoming an AllAmerican at nationals. Speal now enjoys
feeding the competition bug with CrossFit
and is expected to make another good
showing at this year’s CrossFit Games.

This workout takes just a little more time than the first period
in a college-wrestling match (three minutes). It involves both
anaerobic and aerobic systems and high- and low-power moves,
while keeping the metabolic conditioning level high throughout.
The power snatch, box jump, and battling involve our power
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Media Tips #5
Shooting Stills (Video Article)
Tony Budding

Online Video

Video Article

(6:50)

http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_MediaTips5Stills.wmv
http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_MediaTips5Stills.mov

In this video, CrossFit’s Media Director, Tony Budding,
takes a consumer-grade point-and-shoot camera into
a random class at CrossFit Santa Cruz. Nothing that
happens here is pre-planned, and he talks through the
process of capturing stills in a real-world CrossFit
environment as the photo opportunities—and
challenges—arise. The video shows several of the
resulting photos from the session, so we can see what
he actually came away with, and he ends up with a
decent selection of shots that would be appropriate
for an affiliate’s website blog.

Tony Budding is the Media Director for
CrossFit HQ.
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Escape from the Clinch
Becca Borawski
As anyone who watched the mixed martial arts
(MMA) fights between Anderson Silva and Rich
Franklin witnessed, the Thai clinch when executed by
a skilled fighter can quickly become a match-ending
scenario. Learning different escapes from the clinch
is vital—especially when fighting an experienced
Muay Thai fighter.
Last month we worked with Tait Fletcher, a veteran
of the television show The Ultimate Fighter, on how
to get into the clinch and deliver knee strikes. This
month we approach the move from the other side
and look closely at one way of escaping from the
clinch.
The quickest and simplest escape from the clinch
comes just before the opponent has really sunk the
position in. In the first photo here, Andy (with the
dark hair) is about to lock the clinch position in on
Tait. He does not yet, however, have his elbows in
tight and his hands clamped down (photo 1). When
Tait can tell that Andy is going for the clinch, but
before Andy can put his weight down on Tait, Tait
stands up straight, pulling his hips in underneath him
and making himself as tall as possible (photo 2). Andy
can not keep hold of the clinch when Tait does this.

Photo 1

If, however, Tait is not able to escape the clinch
before Andy sinks it in, he must find another method
of escape. In the clinch position in photo 3, Andy
is locked in tight. He has his hands clasped behind
Tait’s neck, pulling him down, and his elbows are
pushed in to Tait’s collarbones. This prevents Tait
from attempting to take Andy down by dropping
down and moving forward.

Photo 2

The first thing Tait does to try to escape is to reach
forward with his left hand. He presses it onto Andy’s
face and chin (photo 4). He then “stiff arms” Andy’s
face by pushing against Andy’s face until he is able to
lock his arm straight. At the same time, with his right
foot,Tait steps around and out to the side, away from
Andy. The result is that both Andy and Tait end up
with their hips are facing forward (photo 5).
It is important when executing this move that Tait
not just step directly back. If he does, Andy will still
be able to continue to move forward and strike him.
By stepping around and making sure both his and
his opponent’s hips are facing forward, Tait moves
himself out of Andy’s line of offense (photo 6).
Photo 3
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Mixed martial arts is a particularly fascinating sport
because of the breadth of skills that it incorporates
and the variety of fighting traditions that it draws
from. In next month’s article, Tait will demonstrate
a counter to this escape that combines wrestling
and Muay Thai skills.

To see the Muay Thai clinch in action, check out the
matches of veteran fighter Wanderlei Silva. Specifically, watch Wanderlei’s fights against current UFC
champion Quinton Jackson.

Photo 4

Becca Borawski teaches
and trains at Petranek
Fitness/CrossFit Los Angeles
in Santa Monica. She has
her CSCS, a master’s degree
in film from the University
of Southern California, and
a background in martial arts
training. She has blended
these skills to produce DVDs and build websites
for professional fighters. She currently trains
Brazilian jiu-jitsu with Rey Diogo, a Carlson
Gracie affiliate.

Photo 5

Tait Fletcher trains MMA
with Greg Jackson in New
Mexico and is a veteran of the
television show The Ultimate
Fighter. He has been training
in mixed martial arts for
approximately eight years, earning his brown
belt in Brazilian jiu-jitsu from Eddie Bravo.
Photo 6
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From Obese to Athletic
A CrossFit Success Story
Sue Lozinski
Just over a year ago, as I approached the age of 39, I was already
looking ahead to the fact that in a year and a few short months I
would be 40. I looked at myself in the mirror every morning on
the way into the shower and hated what I saw. The scale, on some
mornings, would reduce me to tears. Climbing up the thirteen
stairs to my bedroom left me out of breath. This was no way to
live. Something had to give. I decided that for a year I was going
to try to lose weight “one more time.” Once again, I would give it
my all in an attempt to lose more than five pounds before I gave
up and found my way back to the couch. I had done it before. In
my early twenties, I lost fifty pounds on a steady diet of coffee,
cigarettes and step aerobics, but I doubted that I could really do it
the right way—with a proper diet and exercise. Even as I started
to try, the voice in my head told me that wasn’t really possible.
Nonetheless I joined Weight Watchers and a gym and I walked on
the treadmill and used the elliptical trainer three times a week. The
weight began to come off slowly. While I walked I would watch the
trainer at the gym working with her clients. This woman was very
interesting to me. She had an intense gaze focused on her clients.
She worked them hard. She laughed with them. Her energy was
infectious. I was amazed when, one day, she had a woman in her
fifties doing handstand push-ups. Deep down, I knew that if I was
really going to lose weight and get fit, I needed to do more than
walk on a treadmill, and I somehow felt that she was the person
who could teach me how to really work out hard. After working
up the courage to approach her, I was hugely disappointed to find
out that she was leaving the gym to strike out on her own. She
said, “Shoot me an e-mail and we’ll figure something out.” I took
her card and we parted ways.
That was the moment when everything changed.
When I started working out with Lis Darsh, everything was hard.
Even though I had lost the first twenty pounds by then, I was
still so overweight and so out of shape that even the simplest
workout was almost impossible. It was embarrassing. I was this
huge woman exerting every bit of effort to do the most basic
exercises. I’m not a shy person, but I would walk into the gym with
my head down because I was so intimidated by it all. I kept going,
though, because I felt like for the first time ever, someone else
really understood—and really cared about—what I was trying to
do. The discussions we had about nutrition, dedication, and effort
were as valuable as the workouts. Every day, Lis would make me
feel like she was glad that I was there. Every day, she would design
a workout just for me that was really tough but would allow me
some small measure of success. Every day she would say, “You can
do this. You can do anything.”
Slowly, I started to believe her.
By September, I hit the 50-pound weight-loss mark. At the same
time Lis announced, “I’m opening a CrossFit affiliate. We’re going
to start working out in groups.” By then, I had met some of her
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other clients and I had made some amazing gains in my fitness
level, but these people were way more in shape than I was. It
didn’t matter, though. We all did essentially the same workouts,
but they were always scaled to match our individual strengths and
weaknesses. To me, this was the moment when I started to feel
less and less like that awkward and embarrassed fat woman and
more and more like someone who could hold her own with the
rest of the group. For the first time in my life I was accepted and
encouraged as a member of a group of “in shape” people. That
was a big turning point for me.

Sue speaks out about CrossFit
See video of Sue’s answer to the question “What would you say to
someone thinking about starting CrossFit”?

Online Video

Sue speaks out about CrossFit

http://www.crossfitwatertown.com/2008/06/23/what-would-you-say-sue/

By my fortieth birthday, I hit the 70-pound weight-loss mark.
Significantly, I celebrated the day not by going out to dinner and
eating cake but by working out with “the gang.” My gang. The
workout of the day was “The Big 40,” and it was brutal. Forty of
everything: tire flips, snatches, kettlebell swings, wall ball, slam ball,
pull-ups, push-ups, sit-ups, plus some running. I completed it in 23
minutes. Everyone there that day was a part of my success. It was
a great moment. That day was amazing for me to recognize where
I was and where I am. It was not, however, a goal achieved and
done with. It was not an end point. Since then, I have run a 5k and
participated in a CrossFit fundraiser workout that involved more
push-ups, pull-ups, sit-ups, and squats than I care to remember. I
was just another competitor in the room. It was fantastic.
I continue to set new goals for myself in terms of weight loss and
fitness gains. I owe so much of what have been able to accomplish
in the past year to Lis, to CrossFit, and to the people I work out
with. There are times when I’m in the middle of a ridiculously hard
workout and I’ll cry or laugh when I realize that I can complete
150 sit-ups or do 65-pound thrusters or deadlift more that I could
have ever imagined. I look at my body and for the first time in my
life I see muscles. It all blows my mind.
I love CrossFit. I never get bored. I am always challenged but,
ultimately, I am always rewarded. For the first time in my life, I
feel in control of what I eat and of what my body can do. I know
I still have a long way to go, but I feel like the luckiest woman in
the world. I feel like I won the Lotto the day I met Lis. She gives
me instruction and guidance, she gives me support, and she gives
me endless encouragement and knowledge to take control of my
health. I’ve never worked out so hard—and had so much fun. The
other people at the gym are incredible too. They get what I’m
trying to do…what we’re all trying to do. We are all each other’s
fans. I have no doubt that I will reach my next set of goals and
continue to set my sights on other accomplishments along the
way because I know, for the first time in my life, that I can do this.
I can do anything.
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Sue Lozinski is a high school
English teacher who lives in
Watertown, Connecticut. In addition
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family, live music, and getting kids
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CrossFit Programming
Part 2: The Movements (Video Article)
Dave Castro

Online Video

Video Article

(12:57)

http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_DProgrammingLeKture2.wmv
http://media.crossfit.com/cf-video/CrossFitJournal_DProgrammingLeKture2.mov

In Part 1 of his lecture on programming (i.e., putting
together effective CrossFit training and workouts)
in last month’s video article, Dave Castro explained
the proper application of the principles of variety and
intensity, two out of three of the foundational pillars
of CrossFit programming. This month he covers the
third, functional movement.
The key identifier of what we consider functional
movements is that they move large loads over long
distances quickly. Exercises that meet this criterion
provide the meat of CrossFit workouts you program.
These movements can be typed into three broad
categories:
• weight lifting (external object control)
• gymnastics (i.e. body control movements,

including the all-important air squat and
other calisthenics)
• monostructural exercise (running, rowing,
cycling, swimming, stair climbing, etc.)
Dave and the audience work through what belongs in
each of these categories and why. They also touch on
scaled-up variations of some of the common moves
that should not be forgotten when you program for
more fit and sophisticated populations.
Next month’s excerpt from the lecture explains the
usefulness of the three categories of movement both
for programming individual CrossFit workouts and
for fostering the development of athletes over time.

“Even if you left [this seminar] and said
‘CrossFit’s for kooks; I’m never going to do it
again, before you go do your bodybuilding
routine, warm up with some air squats, and it’ll
benefit your health. Adopt this movement.”

Dave Castro is a Director of Training for
CrossFit HQ.
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The Quest to Measure Fitness
Tony Budding

time. In “Fran,” the task is to complete three rounds of thrusters
and pull-ups as fast as possible.As the time it takes you to complete
that work decreases, you are becoming inarguably fitter (at least
for that task). In a real-world scenario such as filling and moving
sandbags to a levee in a flood, you are fitter when you can move
the same number of sandbags in a shorter time (or more bags in
the same or shorter time), period. Fitness, in this case, is simply
the capacity to move more sandbags faster.

The question of defining fitness has been a challenge for the fitness
industry since its inception. All the established certifying agencies
have so far failed to produce a clear working definition. CrossFit’s
2002 manifesto “What is Fitness?” was a groundbreaking
contribution in both specificity and scope. In it, founder Greg
Glassman described four models of objective standards for
defining fitness.
Glassman since has more concisely defined CrossFit’s results,
and its definition of improvements in fitness, as “increased
work capacity across broad time and modal domains.” This single
definition encompasses all four of his original models. The ability
to accomplish all kinds (modes) of real work, at all time domains
(from a few seconds of heavy or explosive effort all the way up
to sustained activity for many hours) requires capacity in all ten
physiological adaptations to exercise, all three metabolic pathways,
all the various hopper configurations, and will move you away
from sickness on the continuum toward wellness and fitness. (See
“What Is Fitness?” for further explanation of each of the four
standards.)
Work capacity has two components: work and time. This is real
work as measured by the accomplishment of some observable
task. But fitness is not just about work per se. Increased fitness
means having the ability both to get more work done in less time
and to sustain high levels of work output for longer periods of

Average power output
It makes sense to want to quantify this. The 2005 CFJ article
“Fooling Around with Fran” reported the measured work (in
total ft-lbs) accomplished by an athlete doing “Fran” divided by
the time it took him to finish the task. Work divided by time is
average power (ft-lbs/min). Given a constant workload (95-pound
thrusters and a constant height and body weight), the faster the
athlete’s time, the greater his average power output. And, as he
trains, every resulting reduction in his Fran time is a measurable
increase in his average power, and thus a quantifiable improvement
in his fitness for that task.
We could theoretically perform this type of calculation with a
wide variety of tasks and a wide variety of time domains and then
take an average across those data points. For example, in the subten-second realm, we can measure the power generated in a few
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max efforts (deadlift, squat, snatch, clean, for example), a few pulls
on the Concept2 rower, a 40-yard dash, a hammer throw, a long
jump, etc. The more, and more widely varied, the tasks, the more
representational the average power calculation will be. In the
three-minute realm, we use tests like “Fran,” “Diane,” max burpees,
a row, a sandbag carry, a stair climb, etc. At efforts of about twenty
minutes’ duration, we can measure results at “Cindy,” “Linda,”
“Filthy Fifty,” shoveling a driveway full of snow, spreading gravel,
etc.
This can be repeated across all time domains. The point is to
use as wide a variety of functional movements (non-functional
movements are simply less relevant) at each time domain. Plotting
the results on a graph yields a quantitative measure of their
power across broad time and modal domains. Power output will
be highest in the shortest time domains, and it will decrease in
descending degrees as the time increases. The integration of this
curve is work, and the greater the area under the curve for that
individual, the greater his or her fitness.
What would this graph mean, exactly? First of all, it is a theoretical
experiment only. It is technically impossible to test an athlete’s
current output across broad time and modal domains. Each
measurement is a max effort, so the athlete can only perform
one at a time. Some period of recovery is required between
measurements, and in that recovery, there will be some adaptation.
The more measurements you do, the more adaptation will occur,
and the less you are measuring the same athlete.
For longtime CrossFitters, the answer is an obvious yes. It’s why we
train so hard. Sure, there’s often a love of fitness for its own sake,
but there’s little doubt the extreme growth of the program stems
primarily from the real and undeniable benefit these workouts
have in terms of real-world results.

But even if it’s only theoretical, this graph still represents a valid
concept. Each athlete does in fact have a potentially measurable
output level at various time and modal domains, even if you
can’t accurately determine it in the real world. The purpose of
CrossFit, and of all fitness programs for that matter, is to increase
capacity at each time domain. Each increase is a measurable and
observable improvement in fitness. And the fitness program that
most increases an athlete’s performance in the least time is the
most effective.

So, why are the workouts so effective?

From a practical standpoint, though, the CrossFit workouts are
an outstanding way to measure this. Both the main site WODs
(the Workouts of the Day on CrossFit.com) and the benchmark
workouts employ a wide variety of movements over a wide
variety of time domains. If your times are dropping and your loads
increasing, your power output is increasing and you’re getting fitter.
This is indisputable.
Capacity
An important question remains though: How relevant is this fitness?
In other words, how much do improvements in a broad ability to
generate and sustain power across broad time and modal domains
within CrossFit translate into real, improved capacity in the world
outside the gym? Does the capacity developed in CrossFit improve
capacity in the real world? And, can that improvement ever be
scientifically established and measured?

First and foremost, they use functional movements. Functional
movements are natural, universal motor recruitment patterns.They
are elemental, in that they are both irreducible and the building
blocks of all human movement. They move the body through a
full range of motion, both with and without external loads. And,
they have the unique ability to move the largest loads, the longest
distances, the quickest. In the thruster, for example, the knee, hip,
shoulder, and elbow joints are all taken through a full range of
motion (and a whole host of stabilizing musculature throughout
the body is engaged), and significant amounts of average power are
being generated. A 200-pound male can be capable of generating
one full horsepower (33,000 ft-lbs/min) for a minute or more with
a 100-pound barbell. This kind of power is impossible with any
isolation or non-functional movement.
It’s common sense to conclude that someone who can generate
high power output through a full range of motion in a wide variety
of movements has broad physical capabilities. In fact, what more
could you ask of a GPP (general physical preparedness) fitness
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program than the ability to generate power at a wide variety of
functional movements over a wide variety of time domains?
We can term this ability “capacity.” The question remains, though:
How relevant is this capacity to the activities of life and to what is
usually called “fitness”? All of life’s activities require sets of specific
skills. But CrossFit purposely develops general capacity. Does the
capacity developed in high-repetition cleans, for example, lead to
capacity in filling and moving sandbags to a levee in a flood? What
about to bow-hunting caribou in the snow? Or to motocross
racing? To combat? To firefighting? To maintaining independence
into old age?
The answer is a limited yes. Limited because all these activities
require specific forms of work using the same joints through
at least a portion of the same range of motion. However, each
specific task requires a unique combination of coordination,
accuracy, agility, and balance, at least—if not also strength, stamina,
endurance, flexibility, power and speed. Fitness is thus the broad
capacity that allows for the ready development of skills specific to
a given task.
The (ir)relevance of horsepower
Horsepower (ft-lbs/min) is a measure of capacity. It is the real work
performed divided by the amount of time required to perform it.
Improved fitness is identical to increased capacity. But how useful
is the specific calculation of horsepower?

On the one hand, calculating horsepower is substantially more
relevant to real life than the biological markers traditionally used in
the fitness industry, such as VO2 max; resting, maximal, and recovery
heart rates; and percent body fat. Generally, gains in average power
by a single person correspond to increases in that person’s realworld capacity, whereas changes in the biological markers often
occur without corresponding changes in the capacity to get real
work done (particularly across broad time and modal domains).
One widely publicized example of this is the complete absence
of correlation between VO2 max levels and finishing order at the
Tour de France.
But, on the other hand, high horsepower generation in itself is
not the goal either. If the real world is the arena that matters
to us, we have to use the ability to perform real physical work
as the measurement of fitness. Let’s look again at our sandbag
example. Improved capacity for this task allows us to move
more sandbags but not necessarily to generate more power. The
two measurements are correlated but not identical. In general,
the person moving the most sandbags is the one generating the
highest average power. But, that’s not necessarily true. You could
have a smaller man moving more sandbags than a larger one and
he could still have a lower total power output (ft-lbs/min), since
moving bodyweight would be part of the equation.
Furthermore, because a significant amount of the work being
performed in this example is moving your own body, you could
gain ten pounds and move the same number of sandbags, thereby
generating more calculated power but with no improvement
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in the task. Conversely, if you lost a bunch of weight but could
still move more sandbags, you could end up reducing your
mathematical average power, even though you accomplished more
real-world work and made a greater contribution to stanching the
floodwaters.These examples are aberrations, for sure, but they are
important because they highlight a limitation of calculating output.
The same principle is true in auto racing as well: The vehicle that
has the highest horsepower is not necessarily the winning one.
More horsepower certainly helps, but it’s neither the goal nor the
whole story.

The next CrossFit Games is happening a few days after the
publication of this article. The format of the Games will be
different this year than last. Next year will probably be different
again. The Games claims to be a legitimate test of capacity across
broad time and modal domains. But can any two-day event
accurately test broad capacity? I think so. Can success in any
specific event predict success in any other specific event? I think
so. Can the top athlete of the best fitness program in history claim
to be the fittest person on the planet? I think so.

The breadth of human activity is immense. CrossFit programming
is the result of decades of study of the best movement and greatest
capacity known combined with millions of workouts performed.
Clearly, performing a wide variety of functional movements
at high intensity through a full range of motion does indeed
develop a broad, general, and inclusive capacity that provides a
ready state for learning and improving specific skills and abilities.
Precisely measuring and quantifying that fitness may or may not
be possible.
Who is fittest?
The human mind is comparative by nature. We want to rank
things. CrossFit claims to be the greatest fitness program in
history because it generates more capacity across broader time
and modal domains than any other. This is a bold claim, but so far
no one has really challenged it.

Tony Budding is the Media Director for CrossFit HQ.
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Simple questions are sometimes the
most profound. And answers to
simple questions about exercise
sometimes are the hardest to
find. Rather, they are often
intuitive to skilled coaches or
contained in knowledge that
is that is passed on in the
lore of the gym rather than
recorded in books or formal
training programs.
Expert
coaches, teachers, clinicians,
and professors sometimes take it
for granted that what we think is
basic, simple common knowledge is
apparent to all.

anatomical dimensions they used in
selecting developmental athletes
in various fields to increase the
likelihood of individual and team
success. Championship teams
are frequently built by recruiting
players with the right bodies
and skills—as much as by elite
coaching.
The average trainer, coach, or
physical educator must have a
functional understanding of how
differing anatomical phenotypes
(different body dimensions and
body-segment lengths) affects the way
proper technique looks. To do this, one
must first have a reference point and have
a means to mentally and visually comprehend
typical segmental relationships. Some of this is intuitive in
good coaches, but, as Katie’s question makes clear, we also need
a more concrete way to determine whether an individual’s torso
is longer or shorter than average for someone of that height,
whether the arms are of average length or not, or whether there
is a difference in leg length that is significant to the movement in
question. If there is a difference it needs to be localized: Is it in
the upper arm vs. forearm, or in the shin vs. the thigh? A savvy
coach will have a knack for this determination. It is a handy skill.
Being able to see, at a glance, how a trainee’s body dimensions
compare to an average template helps us place the trainee in
correct, efficient, and safe exercise positions. Being oblivious to
anthropometric considerations means that we cannot teach our
trainees how to exercise to their best benefit for the biggest gain
in fitness. Being oblivious means that we may, without intending
to, place trainees in positions that can decrease their efficiency
and even increase their risk of injury.

Recently, during the course of shooting
video footage for a DVD project spearheaded
by one of those experts, Mark Rippetoe, Rip made a
number of comments about arms being short, legs being long,
and various and sundry other references to body segments not
being of the usual proportions. (Imagine Rip’s usual colorful
descriptions here.) One particularly humorous comparison of
a lifter he had worked with once to a Tyrannosaurus Rex made
Katie from CrossFit NorCal ask a question: “How do you know
someone’s arms are longer or shorter than normal?” It was a
simple but very good, insightful, and germane question. But it is
a question that, as far as I know, is not treated in the exercise
literature anywhere.
Movement, specifically technical movement in exercise and sport,
is subject to anthropometric and geometric influences. This
means that how people’s bodies are put together and the relative
sizes of the various parts affect how they look and perform when
doing certain movements. Just think about obvious cases of this
truth—NBA centers and NFL offensive linemen, for example.
Their build suits the demands of their sport and position, and
so the best players in a given physical sport usually have similar
dimensions. Soviet sports scientists even had a set of target

Fortunately, we do not need to develop a new and elaborate
system for doing such an analysis. We can simply take a trip back
to the Renaissance to revisit the works of Leonardo da Vinci.
Virtually everyone exposed to exercise, anatomy, sport, or da
Vinci has seen his drawing of a man in a circle in a square, known
as the Vitruvian Man (after Vitruvius, an architect contemporary
to da Vinci who analyzed human dimensions based on four finger
widths). Lots of sport and exercise academic programs and even
fitness businesses use the Vitruvian Man in their logos. But the
Vitruvian Man is not just a cool drawing; it is da Vinci’s attempt to
map average human dimensions (the average human phenotype or
average anthropometry). Da Vinci’s notes on human proportions
include the following observations:

Anyone who lifts or works with lifters—whether
as a professional trainer, an amateur or volunteer
coach, or just a lifting buddy—needs to recognize
that there isn’t a one-size-fits-all template for
body angles that every body must conform to.
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The length of a man’s outspread arms is equal to his
height.
From the bottom of the chin to the top of the head
is one eighth of his height.
The greatest width of the shoulders contains in itself
the fourth part of man.
From the elbow to the tip of the hand will be the
fifth part of a man.
From the elbow to the angle of the armpit will be the
eighth part of man.
This may be more precise than we need for determining proper
movement positions, but what is interesting is that for the past
half millennium or so, while physical educators, coaches, and
other fitness professionals have ignored it, artists and art teachers
have derived systems of representing the “average” human form
largely based on da Vinci’s works. In these systems the human
head is used as a reference length in determining the total length
of the body, the length of body segments, and their placement on
the body. The most common models use either seven and a half
or eight head lengths to establish the height of the average body
(figure 1).
In these models, various anatomical landmarks are a specific
number of head lengths distant from the top of the head or the
bottom of the feet (figure 2). A perceptive coach can use this
generalized system to determine whether a trainee has normal
anthropometry or has particular segments that are longer or
shorter than predicted by the “average” model. We can figure
out whether a trainee’s upper arm is long or short if we know
that, on average in the eight-head model, the elbow is at about
the same level as the belly button. An elbow observed to be well
below the level of the belly button indicates an arm—or at lest
an upper arm—that is longer than average, if the torso length
is average. Likewise, an elbow well above that level indicates
either a shorter than average segment (arm or upper arm) or
a longer than average torso (figure 3). Deviations from average
anthropometry will necessarily change the geometry of positions
and movement. This means that the same exercise movement
will look different, sometimes subtly and sometimes dramatically,
in individuals with different segment lengths.

Figure 1. The 8-head model of average human dimensions. This is not
an absolute model, but a general guideline for convenient reference for
beginning fitness professionals. As the “coaching eye” develops from years
of observation and analysis of the human form, less reliance on artificial
constructs will be needed.

In barbell exercise, correct and efficient positioning means the
difference between a safely executed exercise yielding big gains
or potential chronic soreness and small increases in strength. An
example of this is in the start position for the deadlift or power
clean. Something seemingly innocuous like arm length can make
a correct start position look quite different in different individuals
(figure 4). In some instances the anatomical variations may be so
extreme that an exercise must be modified in order to accomplish
the purpose of the exercise with adequate safety (figure 5).
When faced with extreme deviations, thoughtful analysis and
experimentation is required in the modification of the exercise.
We do not force the individual to attempt to occupy spaces and
positions that their bodies cannot geometrically assume (this is
not in reference to flexibility issues).

Figure 2. Important landmarks and features of the 8-head model.
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Figure 3. (left) Two individuals with
anatomical segments that deviate from
average. On the left, note that the elbows do not extend to the level of the
navel or below and that the fingertips
are at the level of the hip joint rather
than at the level of the upper thigh. On
the right, note the length of the legs relative to the torso. You should be able
to see that the lengths are not average.
You will see these types of variation in
anatomical structure regularly, if you
take the time to observe carefully. You
should be able to teach individuals like
these how to exercise correctly and
safely by accommodating their structural differences. Sometimes it is not until
you see someone moving that segment
length variations become apparent, especially when the trainee is exercising
in loose clothing.
Figure 4. (below) A comparison of
the deadlift start positions with short,
average, and long arms (left to right).
Note the change in shape of the central triangle. As the length of one side
of the triangle changes length, all of the
component angles change as well. This
makes each of the technically correct
starting positions depicted above look
different. The example presented here
varies only in arm length. The situation
becomes more complex when multiple
segments deviate from average.
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Figure 5. (above) Occasionally a coach is presented with an
individual with anatomical structural differences that require
wholesale changes in exercise technique. In setting up a correct
deadlift, the bar should be placed over the mid-foot and under the
middle of the shoulder blade. In the individual shown here, very
long thighs make the geometric solution impossible with standard
technique (left). In this situation, if her hips were lowered, the
shins would move forward, the bar would be pushed well out
over the toes, and the shoulders would be behind the bar. The
solution was to prescribe the Sumo style of deadlift thus allowing
the mid-foot, bar, and shoulder blade to come into proper
alignment (right). While not optimal form for comprehensive
development, it is a solution that allows the inclusion of the
deadlift in this person’s training in as safe and as effective manner
as possible.

grip, stance, start position, jump position, and pretty much every
aspect of barbell exercises. For example, in the snatch we want
a grip as wide as feasible to reduce the distance the bar needs to
travel; short arms mean a narrower grip and long arms mean a
wider grip on the bar. Similarly, long forearms usually require the
trainee to assume a wider grip when racking the weight on the
shoulders for pressing or when receiving the bar during a clean.
Any time a guy with a big beer gut pulls a bar off the floor, the
larger-than-average belly segment must change the geometry of
the stance. A little wider stance with the toes pointed out a little

Being able to see, at a glance, how a trainee’s
body dimensions compare to an average
template helps us place the trainee in correct,
efficient, and safe exercise positions.

Recognizing segmental differences is half the battle; knowing what
to do with them is the other half. Segmental differences can affect
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more than normal is needed to allow the proper lifting mechanics to happen, and to give the
belly a little room to hang out. Long thighs necessitate a higher hip starting position (and
therefore a more horizontal back position) off the floor in pulling motions. Shorter thighs
mean a lower hip position and a steeper back angle. Longer arms mean that in the power
clean, the bar will be lower on the thighs in the jump position than we would like, but things
are the way they are. If the trainee is built like Magilla Gorilla and the bar is only two inches
above the knee when it’s directly under the most forward point of the shoulder blade, you
reinforce that to the trainee as the correct position based on his physical construction.
Don’t tell him to hit the bar higher on his thigh as that will likely cause him to start pulling
with bent arms to try to do what you are telling him to do.
Anyone who lifts or works with lifters—whether as a professional trainer, an amateur or
volunteer coach, or just a lifting buddy—needs to recognize that there isn’t a one-size-fits-all
template for body angles that every body must conform to. If you recognize an anatomical
deviation and don’t know how to approach it, think about it, draw it out, experiment, and
talk to other trainers. Solving this kind of movement problem is simply a complex geometry
problem. With a little time and creative mental effort, you can typically arrive at a solution
for your trainee.
Anatomical segment differences can also affect a multitude of other exercise or sport skills.
Just think of every televised boxing and mixed martial arts contest you have ever seen.
Remember the “tale of the tape” comparing the two combatants? Does arm length affect
the fighting style used by a combatant? Of course it does. Look at the oarlocks on a rowing
shell, why do they have the capacity for adjustment? Although elite rowers are all generally
tall, there is enough segmental variation among them that equipment settings need to be
adjustable to maximize performance.
At the most basic level, a coach or trainer in any physical discipline must develop a
rudimentary level of anatomical understanding just to be able to teach and coach movements
correctly (an understanding of very basic geometry helps a bit too). But you will notice
that nowhere above did we mention the name of a single muscle or bone. At this, the most
simplistic level of movement analysis, a detailed knowledge of anatomy is not required. The
important thing is having the ability to identify segments and assess their length relative
to average, knowledge of the key points of effective lifting positions, and understanding of
how atypical lengths affect these movement patterns. Of course, this doesn’t mean that
the need to study anatomy ends here, but learning this first and oft-neglected coaching skill
marks the initial step in the application of physiological principles to movement mastery.
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